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Thursday 20 November 2014
Senate House, London

About the Centre
The London–Loughborough EPSRC Centre for Doctoral Research in Energy
Demand is the premier centre for energy demand research in the built
environment in the UK. It was set up in 2009 with EPSRC funding and received a
further 5 years of funding in 2013. It has 50 PhD and MRes students working on a
range of exciting projects spanning energy technology and systems, policy,
economics and human behaviour.
The Centre brings together two world-class, research-intensive universities,
University College London (UCL) and Loughborough University (LU). Together
they have the critical mass of expertise to equip graduates with the knowledge and
skills to take on senior roles in academia, industry, commerce and policy
formulation. The Centre thus links two regions with vibrant and expanding activity
in the energy and built environment arena.
Both UCL and Loughborough are committed to cross-faculty collaboration in
energy research, which enables the Centre to offer truly innovative, multidisciplinary training. Our students experience a novel learning structure which
enables them to make connections across academic disciplines.
Before embarking on their three-year PhD, students undertake a one-year MRes
course, which allows them time to absorb the context of energy demand studies
and to pick up the rules, tools and methods that can support innovative, high
impact research. For their PhD, students join large and active research groups that
can support a wide range of research projects. Students work in partnership with a
range of industrial stakeholders and collaborators and their work is disseminated
both directly and through national and international networks.
We aim to create a unique, vibrant, student-focussed environment with excellent
support from stakeholders, a Centre that will produce the next generation of
energy pioneers.

Prof Robert Lowe (Director UCL)

Prof Kevin Lomas (Director Loughborough)
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Programme
9.45

Registration – tea and coffee available

10.15

Welcome and Housekeeping
Professor Robert Lowe, Director, LoLo CDT
(Director or UCL Energy Institute University College London)

11.00

Review and Highlights from the Year
Professor Kevin Lomas, Director, LoLo CDT
(Professor of Building Simulation Loughborough University)

11.15

Final Year Student Presentations
Joynal Abedin LU
Alexandros Adam UCL
Carolyn Behar UCL
Richard Jack LU
Ed Sharp UCL
Catherine Simpson LU
Samuel Stamp UCL
David Veitch UCL
Faye Wade UCL
Peter Warren UCL

12.30

Buffet Lunch (informal viewing of posters)

13.30

Round robin posters – participants in groups view posters
Refer to conference booklet for full list of presentations
Our research themes include:
Technologies and Systems
Energy Epidemiology and Economics
Urban Scale
Performance and Process
Unintended Consequences.
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15.00

Coffee Break

15.20

Student Plenaries
A showcase particularly interesting published pieces of research
Refer to conference booklet for full list of presentations

16.00

Keynote Speaker
David Adams, Technical Director of Energy Services
Willmott Dixon's

17.00 18.30

Drinks Reception

Final Year Student Presentations
Name
Alexandros Adam

Carolyn Behar
Ed Robert Sharp
Samuel Stamp
David Veitch
Faye Wade
Peter Warren
Joynal Abedin
Richard Jack
Catherine Simpson

Presentation Title
System integration of fuel cell micro-CHP for residential energy
demand reduction
Investigating ventilation practices; how residents’ actions are
constrained and enabled in the design and use of low energy
housing’
GB wind output and demand for electricity, January 2035.
Difficulties in measuring the heat loss of a building
Developing improved methods for measuring ventilation rates in
occupied houses
Exploring the installation of domestic central heating systems
Demand-side management policy: mechanisms for success,
failure and transferability
Domestic heat demand management using thermal energy
storage.
Domestic Building Diagnostics: Measuring the fabric thermal
performance of houses with minimal impact on the occupants.
Energy efficiency refurbishment of UK owner-occupied dwellings:
The occupant’s perspective.

Student Presentations
Name
Francesco Babich
Arash Beizaee

Nafsika Drosou
Ozlem Duran
Michael Fell
Pamela Fennell
Virginia Gori
Sven Hallin
Lisa Iszat
Paula Morgenstern
Ashley Morton
Tom Neeld

Title of Poster
Design Of An Advanced Cooling Tower For A Solar Decathlon
House In Southern Europe
The Potential of Zonal Heating Controls to Reduce Energy
Demand in UK Home
Daylight Metrics and Daylight Performance in UK schools: Can
compliance encourage designs that save energy and meet visual
requirements?
Optimised refurbishment strategies for post-war office buildings
Does demand side response leave you out of control?
A Probabilistic Analysis of Returns for Clients and Contractors in
Schools Energy Retrofit Projects
A novel method for the estimation of thermal properties of walls
from short and seasonal-independent surveys
A study of the economic incentives associated with household
energy usage
Inferring hygrothermal properties of Flemish bond brick walls in the
UK
Understanding hospital electricity use: an end-use(r) perspective
Householders’ space heating behaviour & influence of new controls
- old habits die hard?
Acoustic Identification of Boiler Events

Name
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Student Presentations cont.
Name
Moira Nicolson
Argyris Oraiopoulos
George Papachristou
Sofie Pelsmakers
Vicki Tink
Peter Warren
Henry Witt

Selin Yilmaz
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Title of Poster
Can behavioural economics boost consumer registrations to
Time-of-Use electricity tariffs? Findings from a randomised
control trial
Mapping the current and future risk of overheating in UK
homes.
The feasibility of natural ventilation in plus energy houses in
Central Europe
Pre-1919 un-insulated suspended timber ground floors:
heat-loss reduction potential of interventions
Demand-Side Management Policy: Success, Failure and
Transferability
Impact of HVAC Control on Energy Use in Food Retail
Buildings
High-resolution Modelling of Domestic Electricity Demand to
Quantify the Demand Response Potential of Domestic
Appliances in the UK Homes

Speaker Biography
David Adams
David Adams is the Chair of our Advisory Board. His prime focus is
on building the market for upgrading the energy efficiency of the
existing buildings and also Zero Carbon new build homes.
David was instrumental in creating and setting up
the Zero Carbon Hub in 2008, reporting to the Housing Minister
and 2016 Task Force; the organisation works with the wider house building industry
and government to facilitate the mainstream delivery of low and zero carbon new
homes from 2016. As a Director of the ZC Hub, he chaired the specialist task group
which developed the Fabric Energy Efficiency Standard for homes and is currently
chairing the Task Group commissioned by the Minister to recommend an appropriate
minimum national Carbon Compliance standard.
To drive forward low energy refurbishment of existing homes David works with a
range of organisations. He has a particular interest in policy / funding mechanisms
and developed & promoted the “Pay As You Save” low energy financing concept and
chaired the UKGBC’s “PAYS” Task Group.
An early career within the automotive sector was followed by 10 years in product
manufacturing in a range of roles including 4 years as General Manager of a medium
sized insulation business.
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PhD Students
Joynal Abedin
PhD, Final Year, Loughborough University
Joynal is an Electronic Engineer by professional training and has substantial
industrial Research & Development experience. He was awarded a
prestigious industrial sponsorship by Thorn EMI Electronics Defence Group
(now Thales) and studied MEng & BEng (Hons) degrees in Electronic and
Electrical Engineering. He completed a two year IEE accredited postgraduate industrial training programme at Thales. Joynal has over eight
years industrial R&D experience and held senior design engineer posts at
Marconi Communications and Filtronic Comtek. Recently, Joynal has
completed a Master of Research (MRes) degree in Energy Demand Studies
at Loughborough University.
Joynal's PhD research project title is 'Thermal Energy Storage in Domestic Buildings: A study of
the benefits and impacts', and his research interests include short-term thermal energy storage
technologies, building energy modelling & simulation, Demand side management and thermal
energy storage materials.
j.abedin@lboro.ac.uk

Alexandros Adam
PhD, Continuing Research Student, UCL
Alexandros received his undergraduate diploma (5 years) in Mechanical
Engineering from the National Technical University of Athens. In 2007 he
came to London and obtained an MSc in Building Services Engineering
with Sustainable Energy from Brunel University. He then worked as a
building services engineer for a consultancy in London. In 2010 he joined
the LoLo Centre from which he obtained his MRes in Energy Demand
Reduction. In 2011 Alexandros started a PhD at UCL Chemical
Engineering.
System integration of fuel cell micro-CHP for residential energy demand
reduction
One of the most promising technologies for reducing energy consumption in residential buildings,
and carbon dioxide emissions, is micro combined heat and power (micro-CHP). In this research
project an investigation of ways to integrate fuel cell micro-CHP in UK houses is carried out, the
aim being to improve system design, control and overall efficiency. A model has been developed
that simulates the performance of fuel cell micro-CHP in residential buildings and proposes
methods to optimise the design.
alexandros.adam.11@ucl.ac.uk
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Francesco Babich
PhD, Year 1, Loughborough University
Francesco studied at the University of Trieste, where he completed his
Bachelor's Degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering and then his Master
Degree in Building Engineering. Having passed this Master, he was allowed to
take the exam for the professional engineer license in July 2012. He worked as
an engineer and as a project manager for one year and half in Italy and
Germany before he joined LoLo in September 2013. His purpose was to acquire
advanced research skills and to enhance his knowledge of energy demand
topics. He completed his MRes in September 2014.
Design of an advanced cooling tower for a Solar Decathlon house in
southern Europe
Cooling homes is important in order to maintain acceptable internal comfort, especially in
southern European climatic zones. This research project examined one main hypothesis: that
cooling towers are an important element of plus-energy houses in southern Europe. In
particular, refinements to the design of the existing ventilation tower of a Solar Decathlon House
developed by the Hochschule fϋr Technik - Stuttgart are put forward and tested using dynamic
thermal and computational fluid dynamics simulations in order to predict energy consumption,
mean and peak CO2 levels, temperatures, water consumption by the evaporative cooling
system, ventilation rates, cooling potential, fresh air distribution and indoor air quality. Having
analysed values of wet bulb temperature and depression, eight locations were selected in
Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain to investigate the likely performance of the tower integrated in
the building. Results show that the annual energy demand for space cooling can be halved
without jeopardising the internal comfort.
F.Babich-13@student.lboro.ac.uk

Carrie Behar
PhD, Year 3 Continuing Research Student, UCL
Carrie trained as an architect at the Bartlett School of Architecture. During
this time she spent two years in practice, before returning to the Bartlett and
completing her Part 2 in 2009. She then studied the MSc Environmental
Design and Engineering course at the Bartlett Graduate School. In 2010
Carrie joined the UCL Energy Institute as an MRes student, on the new
Energy Demand Studies master’s. Her research project comprised a postoccupancy evaluation of residential dwellings at the Grade II Listed Barbican
Centre in London.
Carrie is currently in the final year of her PhD and is frantically writing her
thesis!
Ventilation in low energy housing; how socio-technical constraints prevent occupants
ventilating their homes as the designers anticipated’?
Carrie is a passionate believer in well designed, energy efficient and functional buildings. Her
present research is concerned with the design, construction and in-use performance of new
housing. Carrie’s PhD employs qualitative research methods to investigate how people adapt to
living with the innovative ventilation technologies that are increasingly present in new energy
efficient housing. Her work borrows theoretical ideas from the fields
of Sociology and Anthropology to understand the interactions between buildings, technology and
people. The aim of the thesis is to explore the way our built environment informs and shapes our
actions and associated consumption of energy.
carrie.behar@ucl.ac.uk
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Arash Beizaee
PhD, Year 3, Loughborough University
Arash is a mechanical engineering graduate with a particular interest in
designing smart low energy heating & cooling strategies for buildings with no
compromise in occupants‘ comfort. Arash has been awarded MSc in Building
Services Engineering and MRes in Energy Demand Studies both with
distinctions from Loughborough University.
During his MRes dissertation, he was involved with analysis of large national
scale databases of indoor temperatures and buildings’ socio technical
characteristics developed through CaRB (Carbon Reduction in Buildings)
project in order to evaluate the risk of overheating in different UK regions
and house types.
The potential of zonal heating control to reduce energy demand in UK homes
This project is a part of a large EPSRC funded project at Loughborough University; DEFACTO:
Digital Energy Feedback and Control Technology Optimisation. During phase 1 of the study,
zonal space heating control (ZC) is compared with conventional control in a matched pair of
1930s -era UK semi-detached houses with synthetic occupancy. This phase answer questions
such as: how much energy could zonal heating controls save in UK houses? Will rooms with ZC
be warm enough when occupied? Will the energy savings pay back the cost of installing the
controls? Does the effectiveness of ZC depend on UK location? In the 2nd phase, the measured
data is used to explore if dynamic thermal models can accurately predict the inter zone heat
transfer between rooms with different temperatures and how it would influence the predictions of
energy savings through zonal space heating controls?
a.beizaee@lboro.ac.uk

Nafsika Drosou
PhD, year 2, Loughborough University
With a BSc Civil Engineering (University of the Philippines, 2003), Nafsika
experienced working in diverse industries in Athens and New York, and
was involved in development & construction projects in Manila. In 2010
she completed the MSc in Low Carbon Building Design & Modelling at
Loughborough University. The following year she joined Portsmouth
University, School of Architecture, as a Research Administrative Assistant,
for Strategies for Innovative Low Carbon Settlements, an EU Interreg IVC
project. As part of LoLo, Nafsika completed the MRes in Energy Demand
Studies, with a dissertation utilising CFD simulation to investigate IAQ
compliance of refurbishment designs, for a Victorian classroom.
Daylight metrics and daylight performance in UK schools: Can compliance encourage designs
that save energy and meet visual requirements?’
Daylight is a non-depleting energy source with the potential to reduce lighting energy and to
contribute to the health and wellbeing of building occupants. In UK design regulations for schools,
daylight is to be considered as ‘the prime means of lighting when it is available’. This project
addresses the need to improve the understanding of how the luminous environment is
experienced by occupants, in order to establish the relationship between daylight metrics used in
compliance documents and the resulting actual daylight performance in UK classrooms, in terms
of both visual needs and lighting energy consumption. A selection of school classrooms is used
as case studies and a mixed method quantitative and qualitative approach is applied. The
association between this data will lead to the quantification of experienced daylight in ‘live’
learning environments and the identification of behavioural patterns that correspond to specific
daylight design elements of the case study buildings.’
n.c.drosou-11@student.lboro.ac.uk
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Özlem Duran
PhD, Year 3, Loughborough University
After Özlem completed her undergraduate degree in architecture, she
worked in various design and construction companies in Istanbul, such as
Arup Istanbul Office. In 2007, she started an MSc. in Istanbul Technical
University, Turkey and completed her dissertation in the Applied Sciences
University of Stuttgart (HFT), Germany. Right after her MSc degree, she
worked as a researcher in the same university. Currently, she is studying at
in the LoLo Centre where, in 2013, she completed her MRes in Energy
Studies.
Empirical validation of 4 typical Sample UK houses by sensitivity analysis
The aim of Ozlem’s PhD project is to optimize the refurbishment process of post‐war non‐
domestic modernist buildings focusing specifically on office buildings, by applying dynamic
energy simulations to the building models that represent this defined building stock. The
potential of refurbishment features for a realistic conversion of the chosen type buildings into
energy efficient buildings will be analysed and supported by providing a guideline for the typical
buildings of the chosen era.
So far, the literature review is completed, a group of pilot simulations are run and the
methodology is calibrated. In the second year the simulation phase of the study is aimed to be
completed.






For the following studies, she is highly interested in
Energy efficient refurbishment of the building stock,
Optimization of energy efficient design process
Sensitivity- Uncertainty analysis
Integration of energy efficient design approach to early stages of architectural design
Integration of energy modelling to BIM
o.duran@lboro.ac.uk
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Mike Fell
PhD, Year 3, UCL
Mike’s current research focuses on people’s perceived control in residential
electricity demand side response programmes. From March to June 2013 he
undertook a POST/ EPSRC Fellowship in the House of Commons Library,
writing confidential briefings for MPs on subjects in science and the
environment. Together with colleagues he set up and coordinates the UCLEnergy Social Sciences Group. Prior to joining the London-Loughborough
CDT he was the energy commissioning editor at Earthscan (a leading
publisher of books and journals in sustainability). He graduated from the
University of Southampton in 2004 with a BSc in Marine Science with French.
Who has the power? Perceived control and acceptance in residential demand side response
Residential demand side response (DSR) programmes aim to influence when energy is used in
people’s homes, either through price (or other) signals or through direct control of electrical loads.
This project investigates how people perceive their personal control to change in a variety of DSR
programmes and how this might influence acceptance, how various antecedents of control (e.g.
trust, choice, knowledge, usability, etc.) affect this for different people, and what can be done to
design programmes to minimize concerns in this area.
michael.fell.11@ucl.ac.uk

Pamela Fennell
PhD, Year 1, UCL
Originally from an Engineering background, Pamela has 15 years’ experience
of business development and tendering within the construction industry,
particularly in Private Finance Initiative (PFI) and Public Private Partnership
Projects. During this time she was responsible for integrating technical,
commercial and financial aspects of bids, and also for developing strategies
for new market opportunities. Most recently, I spent 4 years leading a
partnership between Southwark Council and Balfour Beatty which invested
£250m in the refurbishment and rebuild of 13 schools. I obtained an MBA
with distinction from Imperial College in 2007. Immediately prior to joining the MRes programme,
she established and led a partnership between a major building contractor and a local authority to
deliver a £200m school rebuilding programme. The success of this partnership was evidenced by
an expansion of the original brief to include another £50m of capital projects in schools, libraries,
parks and leisure centres.
Factors affecting the success of energy performance contracting projects in the UK
schools sector
Energy Performance Contracting is seen as a key part of the UK’s strategy for reducing GHG
emissions. However, to date, uptake has been slow. Research to understand why has focused
on market-level barriers. This study uses in-depth interviews with clients and energy services
companies active in the RE:FIT framework to collect data on transaction costs for energy
performance contracting projects in UK schools. Transaction cost data is combined with
probabilistic energy modeling to calculate the likely range of results for clients and contractors.
Global sensitivity analysis is used to understand which factors have the greatest impact on
outcomes for both clients and contractors
Pamela.fennell.13@ucl.ac.uk
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Virginia Gori
PhD, year 2, UCL
Virginia is currently PhD student at the UCL Energy Institute, where she
also completed an MRes in Energy Demand Studies. Virginia's PhD
focuses on developing a novel method for the estimation of
thermophysical properties (e.g., R-value, thermal mass, U-value) of walls
from quick and seasonal-independent monitoring campaigns. During her
MRes Virginia investigated the errors and uncertainties in the estimation of
thermophysical parameters from in-situ measurements. Virginia holds a
bachelor degree in Building Engineering from Università di Firenze (Italy).
Her dissertation project started during a visit at the Senseable City Lab at
MIT and resulted in the implementation of a tool for the estimation of
heating energy demand of urban districts.
A novel method for the estimation of thermophysical properties of walls from short and
seasonal-independent in-situ surveys
Several studies have shown a performance gap between published thermophysical properties
(e.g., U-value) of building materials and those estimated from in-situ measurements of heat flux
and temperatures, with clear consequences on the decision-making and cost-effectiveness of
energy-efficient measures or policy prioritisation. A widespread use of thermophysical properties
estimated from surveyed data would be preferable; however steady-state methods usually
adopted for the analysis have several limitations (e.g., the length and seasonality of the
recording period) that may prevent their extensive use (e.g., for energy-demand simulation
purposes).This PhD builds on a dynamic Bayesian-based method (recently developed at the
UCL Energy Institute), implementing new algorithms for the estimation of the thermophysical
properties of walls from short and seasonal-independent time series collected in-situ. The
research explores the influence of exogenus (e.g., solar radiation and wind speed) and
endogenous (e.g., inhomogeneities in the structure, moisture) factors on the parameter
estimation as well as their influence on the overall thermal performance of building elements.
virginia.gori.12@ucl.ac.uk

Sven Hallin
PhD, Year 3, Loughborough University
Sven originally qualified with an Economics degree at Trinity College
Dublin and on completion joined a UK multinational and was trained in the
development and manufacture of a variety of surface coatings. After
originally working in the UK, he then worked as an expatriate in Africa and
the Far East before he returned to the UK and started his own
manufacturing business specialising in the production of screen printing
ink. He sold this business after eighteen years and undertook an MSc in
Real Estate at Nottingham Trent University which he completed in 2010.
After completing a MRes in Energy Demand Studies, Sven is now researching his PhD project
entitled “A study of the economic incentives associated with UK household energy usage”.
A study of the economic incentives associated with UK household energy usage
A key question overall is what will make people change their behaviour and reduce energy
consumption and/or switch to renewable energy? There is a lack of clarity around occupant
behaviour with regard to the motivations influencing domestic energy use. This research uses
predictive modelling, quantitative measurements of energy use, and qualitative semi-structured
interviews in case studies to gain further insight into this question. Results are compared with
qualitative interviews assessing the influence of landlords, energy companies, environmental
groups and government on occupant behaviour. The research findings seek to provide greater
11

clarity on what factors determine the threshold (financial and otherwise) beyond which people
will seek to use more sustainable energy and/or improve their household energy efficiency.
They also provide insight to inform policy on ways the price mechanism could be used to
influence energy demand behaviour.
s.hallin@lboro.ac.uk

James Hedger
PhD, Final year, Loughborough University
Prior to joining the LoLo CDT James completed an undergraduate degree in
Earth Sciences from Brunel University. He began full time employment
following my undergraduate course as an environmental consultant. The job
included a range of work from monitoring contaminated groundwater in UK
landfills to supervising the construction of tailings dams on a mine in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. James joined LoLo in 2010 and completed
the MRes year with a dissertation that investigated the dispersion of exhaled
CO2 in school classrooms. His PhD topic stemmed from the MRes
dissertation as the internal temperature which had been recorded in schools
was observed to be high. This triggering his curiosity into finding out whether there was potential
energy savings to be made through heating in schools. Outside of his PhD research, James’
interests turn to sports including rugby 7s, skiing and athletics as well as nutrition, reading and
spending time outdoors.
Back to school: To learn about heating in UK primary schools
This research project is an investigation into energy used for space heating in 3 Croydon primary
schools. According to literature on energy efficiency in primary schools in the UK, they are an
inefficient building stock. Guidelines recommend classroom temperatures to range between 1921oC, thus temperature monitoring in the case study rooms was done to observe how much of
the occupied time is spent above the recommended temperatures. The time spent above the
recommended temperatures can be considered as excess heating and offers an opportunity to
calculate potential energy savings or wastage. Therefore, this research aims to find out how much
excess heating is occurring in the case study schools, what is causing the excess heating, and
whether an intervention can be introduced to improve the situation.
j.hedger@lboro.ac.uk

Lisa Iszatt
PhD, Year 1, UCL
Lisa studied Architecture at the Bartlett UCL, before working for 6 years in
architectural practices concerned with environmentally and socially
sustainable design, primarily Architype. During this time Lisa also studied at
the Centre for Alternative Technology on the MSc Architecture: Advanced
Environmental & Energy Studies programme. She then worked for a local
council, an registered social landlord and a commercial sustainability
consultancy, on small detailed works and at a stock-wide scale. She also
trained as a SAP Assessor and is a Certified European Passivhaus
Consultant. More recently Lisa’s consultancy work at the Passivhaus Trust,
Good Homes Alliance & Sustainable Traditional Building Alliance have
heightened her interest in post occupancy issues affecting new build housing as well as retrofits of
traditional buildings. At Parity Projects she developed an enhanced training course for installers of
internal wall insulation to pre-1919 housing, which has become her area of special interest.
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Inferring hygrothermal properties of Flemish bond brick walls in the UK
Internal wall insulation (IWI) has been identified as an effective retrofit technology which is
appropriate to many pre 1919 dwellings, accounting for 21.7% of UK stock. However, IWI
changes the temperature profile of the wall and the use of non vapour permeable IWI further
impacts on moisture transport across the wall. The potential consequences are structural damage
due to increased moisture levels, and health risks due to mould if IWI is incorrectly specified.
However, the risk of undershooting national CO2 saving targets due to inaction on retrofit make it
necessary to understand the safety limits in more detail. It has been identified that uncertainties in
material properties and wall construction in general impact on modelled moisture performance,
but empirical studies are lacking. The proposed research will use laboratory based tests
combined with modelling to explore the impacts of construction uncertainty on moisture in Flemish
bond brick walls.
l.iszatt@ucl.ac.uk

Richard Jack
PhD, final year, Loughborough University
Having trained as a mechanical engineer at the University of Bristol
Richard is now building knowledge as a building physicist and
researcher. He is particularly interested in building performance testing
and removing the barriers to improving thermal performance through
refurbishment. Richard graduated in 2008 with an MEng in mechanical
engineering, specialising in heat transfer and dynamic multiphase fluid
flow behaviour. His interest in research led him into a position in industry
as a testing engineer with MBDA Missile Systems. Whilst he thoroughly
enjoyed the work he was keen to move into an area concerned with addressing climate change,
and was therefore delighted to be accepted into the Lolo CDT.
House Diagnostics - Non-Invasive Domestic Building Thermal Performance Measurement
This PhD research is concerned with developing and validating low cost domestic building thermal
performance measurement methods. These methods test the performance of the building’s fabric
as a whole; this should enable improved estimates of energy demand compared to traditional
elemental calculation methods. In particular the project is seeking assessment methods that have
minimal adverse impact on an occupant’s lifestyle. This is imperative as it would allow
measurement on a much wider scale than is currently feasible.
r.jack@lboro.ac.uk

Paula Morgenstern
PhD, Year 3, UCL
Paula is an engineer with a strong interest in the interface between
technology and society. She holds a diploma degree in Chemical
Engineering with a focus on energy from the Technical University of
Hamburg. Paula has worked as assistant to numerous research projects
in Germany, UK and Argentina as well as for a provider of renewable
energy (Dalkia) and a technical, weekly newspaper (vdi Nachrichten).
Paula joined the London-Loughborough Centre for doctoral research in
energy demand in 2011 because of its strong interdisciplinary focus. For
her MRes project she looked at heat metering, which although commonly
considered a straightforward measure to incentive lower heating use can be challenging in
buildings with poor thermal performance. For her PhD, Paula is hoping to improve the
understanding of hospital electricity use.
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Variability in hospital electricity use
Increasing energy costs and climate change legislation have prompted efforts to reduce energy
consumption in hospitals. In addition to technological conservation strategies focussing on
building and building services, staff-centred initiatives such as energy awareness campaigns are
increasingly considered by NHS Trusts. But hospitals are complex buildings with unique energy
requirements and it is unclear to what extent these are influenced by clinical staff and patients.
This PhD research aims to improve the understanding of hospital electricity use from an end-use
perspective and to determine the theoretical reduction potential from behaviour change for
different hospital types and areas.
paula.morgenstern.11@ucl.ac.uk

Charlie Morris-Marsham
PhD, year 2 – on interruption of studies, UCL
Following a degree from Manchester University in economics, government and
political theory Charlie has worked on energy and environment matters in the
consultancy, charity and local government sectors. Her experience includes
coordinating grants for energy efficiency retrofits, managing projects to
influence energy behaviour, verifying carbon for emissions trading and
researching the impacts of climate change on local services. She has a
Masters from UCL in Environmental Design and Engineering and a Masters of
Research from Loughborough University. Her recent research includes: the
value and saleability of domestic properties with solar panels; and domestic
energy service contracts as an alternative to the Green Deal. Her current research looks at how
improved information can influence householders’ intentions to install energy efficiency measures,
and so mitigate the non-financial barriers to energy efficiency.
Picturing the invisible: What is the impact of thermal images on householder intentions to
install thermal efficiency measures
Most of the private and social benefits of home efficiency measures such as solid wall insulation
remain unrealised due to low uptake. There are many theories about the ‘barriers’ to energy
efficiency however few have been empirically tested. This study uses an experimental design to
explore how improved information might influence householder intentions to install thermal
efficiency measures. It theorises that home thermal images can influence attention, attitudes and
intentions surrounding these measures. This hypothesis is tested by using the Theory of Planned
Behaviour as a framework to measure intentions before and after the intervention. The study’s
aim is to comment on whether the invisibility of heat loss, via lack of attention, lack of favourable
attitudes and uncertainty, may act as a barrier to installation of home thermal efficiency measures
c.morris-marsham@ucl.ac.uk

Ashley Morton
PhD, year 2, Loughborough University
Ashley has a background in Chemistry and Energy after completing a
MChem (with industrial experience) and an MSc at Heriot Watt University.
During her MSc in Energy she carried out a dissertation into fuel poverty and
completed modules covering energy management within buildings and
renewable technologies. This led to her joining the Lo-Lo CDT in 2011.
Ashley successfully completed the MRes in energy demand studies in 2012
with her dissertation focusing on temperature variations between rooms in
heated UK homes. She then joined the EPSRC funded DEFACTO: Digital
Energy Feedback and Control Technology Optimisation project to undertake
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her PhD focusing on occupants space heating behaviour and the impact new control technologies
could have.
Householders' space heating behaviour and influence of new heating controls - do old habits
die hard?
The aim of this PhD is to identify household space heating behaviours and examine the impact of
new heating control technology on heating practices. To do this two main investigations are being
carried out, the first a qualitative study on how people currently use their heating within their home
and the reasons behind such heating practices. The findings of which shall be analysed with
current heating behaviour types identified in literature to develop a taxonomy of heating
behaviours relating to preferential heating practices. The second investigation being a small scale
monitoring study of homes for an extended period of time which have new heating controls
installed. Allowing the evolution of heating practices through seasonal shifts regarding how
occupants change their heating practices moving into winter to be studied. As well as the
relationships between household heating practices before the installation of the new controls and
heating practices with use of new digital controls.
A.Morton@lboro.ac.uk

Thomas Neeld
PhD, Year 1, UCL
Physics graduate with over two years’ experience working as a Technology
Consultant for IBM in the Energy and Utilities industry. Previous research
includes: simulating novel nanofabrication methodologies in the area of
computational physics and analyzing the acoustic properties of domestic
boilers with the use of machine learning algorithms.
After university he worked for IBM and completed the graduate scheme
working as a Technology Consultant with Shell as the primary client. During
his time at IBM he specialized as a business constant in an area of IBM
called Business Analytics and Optimization – an area of the business which
uses technology and analytics to give insight into a business’s or organization’s data.
Acoustic Identification of Events in Gas Fired Boilers
Preliminary research conducted by the author has concluded that noises produced from a
residential gas-fired boiler can give accurate indications of: demand type; burner ignition time;
cooling-fan runtime/motor frequency and circulation-pump runtime/motor frequency. For this
boiler a detection algorithm was developed, using supervised machine learning techniques, to
automatically identify demand type and burner ignition time to accuracies over 95%. The
preliminary research has set the pathway for the development of a single point acoustic sensing
device for a range of domestic boilers. A device which could be applied in large scale studies to
gather data on domestic space heating demand and boiler behavior. Additionally a device which
could be developed to assist with diagnosing issues within boiler systems, or identifying
potentially detrimental behavior before an issue occurs
tom.neeld.13@ucl.ac.uk

Moira Nicholson
PhD, Year 1 UCL
She obtained an MSc in Public Policy from UCL in 2013 where she
specialised in public economics, econometrics and quasi-experimental
research methods. Alongside her MSc, Moira worked first as a project
manager for a training consultancy firm where she won an award for her work
on a behaviour-change project for Transport for London and then in the policy
and campaigns team at the international development organisation Voluntary
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Service Overseasfor London, and then in the campaigns team at the international-development
charity VSO. Moira also holds a BA in English Literature and Philosophy from the University of
York, graduating in 2010.
Can behavioural economics be used to encourage consumer participation in demand-side
response?
By encouraging consumers to shift their electricity consumption away from times of peak
electricity demand, usually through economic incentives, demand-side response (DSR)
programmes could save consumers money, promote energy security and help the UK meet its
carbon emission targets by enabling greater use of renewables – if consumers participate.
However, no studies have measured British consumer demand for DSR. This is especially
problematic because the UK Government’s business case for smart meters relies on domestic
consumer participation in DSR (DECC Smart Meter Impact Assessment, 2013).
Moira’s PhD will use field experiments and econometrics to measure British consumer demand for
DSR and test whether behavioural economics can be used to encourage (‘nudge’) consumers to
participate in DSR programmes e.g. by switching to time-of-use tariffs and running ‘interruptible’
electrical appliances such as washing machines or tumble-dryers during the cheaper hours. Moira
is looking for partners with whom to collaborate on a field trial.
m.nicolson.11@ucl.ac.uk

Argyris Oraiopoulos
PhD, Year 2, Loughborough University
With a background in Civil Engineering and an MSc in Water & Environmental
Engineering (both awarded from the University of Surrey), Argyris went on to
work for Costain before deciding to return back to London to study the MSc
Environmental Design & Engineering at UCL.
During this course he developed an interest in energy demand. He joined the
LoLo CDT in 2012 and his MRes dissertation focused on developing an
empirical model predicting the daily mean internal temperature in domestic
houses based on a regressive form of the external temperature and the
houses’ characteristics.
Argyris is currently working on his PhD at
Loughborough University where he is attempting to map the current and
future risk of overheating in UK homes.
Mapping the current and future risk of overheating in UK homes.
Heat related mortality is likely to increase as heatwaves become more common due to climate
change. Currently, overheating risk in domestic buildings is often predicted using modelling
techniques based on assumptions of heat gains and losses. However, a simpler method is to
use empirical data to predict internal temperatures in dwellings based on external climate data.
This approach can be used to identify homes which are at risk of overheating and suggest
measures to reduce overheating.
The aim of this research project is to take classical time series analysis that has been widely
used in other fields (economics, geophysics, control engineering) and apply it in the field of
building physics. This novel approach is used to understand the mechanisms behind the
formation of time series room temperature data and to construct statistical models that allow the
prediction of future temperatures based on past measured values.
a.oraiopoulos@lboro.ac.uk
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George Papachristou
PhD, Year 1, Loughborough University
George studied Civil Engineering at Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
with a specialization in topography. He also obtained an MSc in Low
Carbon Building Design and Modelling from Loughborough University
with distinction. In his dissertation he used a bottom up model to
explore the impact of different retrofit options on the energy use of the
UK residential stock. For his performance he received the Energy
Institute East Midlands MSc Student award. In the first year at the LoLo
CDT, George obtained an MRes in Energy Demand Studies. His
dissertation focused on the control of natural ventilation in Central
European plus energy houses.
Reducing the Operation Performance Gap – improving building simulation tools through
data-driven and real-time approaches
Digital innovations and technologies are growing and becoming integral to many sectors. For
existing buildings this means that multiple sensors and controls will be recording a wealth of
real-time time series measurements on all aspects of building performance. However the
current range of building performance models are not easily able to react to these
measurements, as they were primarily developed for early stage design work.The aim of the
project is to develop new approaches to modelling the thermal characteristics of buildings,
based on models which can integrate and react to real-time measurements arising from in-situ
sensors. The overall goal is to develop new approaches to reducing the Operation Performance
Gap. Among the expected outcomes are a set of model techniques that can include real-time
performance data as part of their prediction algorithms, and which can update and calibrate in
real time, to improve the thermal modelling of existing buildings.
g.papachristou-12@student.lboro.ac.uk

Sofie Pelsmakers
PhD, year 3, UCL
Sofie is a chartered and environmental architect with more than a decade
of hands-on experience designing, building and teaching sustainable
architecture. Her PhD investigates the actual heat-loss of pre-1919 uninsulated suspended timber ground floors, heat-loss reduction potential of
interventions and any unintended consequences of insulating such floors.
She is author of ‘The Environmental Design Pocketbook’, which
synthesises her practical and academic expertise to support the building
industry towards a significant change in its design and building practices.
It received commendation for the RIBA’s 2012 Presidents Awards for
Outstanding Practice Based Research and the 2nd edition is out in Dec 2014.
Pre-1919 un-insulated suspended timber ground floors: Estimating in-situ heat-loss
and heat-loss reduction potential of interventions
Around 75% of the existing UK housing stock, where 50%-65% of energy is used for spaceheating, will still be standing in 2050. Hence the fabric upgrade of existing housing is a priority in
meeting the 80% carbon reduction targets set in the Climate Change Act. There are 7.6 million
dwellings built pre-1919; but the uptake of suspended ground floor insulation is unknown in
these dwellings. Yet it is estimated that un-insulated ground floors contribute ~10% of the heatloss of an un-insulated house. Additionally, cold and draughty suspended timber ground floors
act as a barrier to occupants achieving thermal comfort. At present, the actual heat-loss of such
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floors is not well characterised, nor are the factors that most contribute to heat-loss and how
best to reduce this heat-loss. In my PhD research, I have undertaken in-situ heat-loss
measurements of suspended timber ground floors and monitored the effects of different heatloss reduction measures and their unintended consequences.
sofie.pelsmakers.11@ucl.ac.uk

Zareen Sethna
PhD, Year 1 – on interruption of studies, UCL
Zareen studied Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering at the
University of Cambridge and graduated in 2008. During her time as an
undergraduate she was involved with Engineers without Borders UK and
spent two months in Bhutan working with local engineers. After graduation,
Zareen joined the engineering consultancy Buro Happold. She worked briefly
in their London office and subsequently joined their sustainability team in
Berlin. She joined the MRes in Energy Demand Studies at UCL Energy
Institute in 2013.
zareen.sethna.13@ucl.ac.uk

Ed Sharp
PhD, Continuing Research Student, UCL
Following the completion of an undergraduate degree in Geography Ed spent
several years working in some the world’s most glamorous places such as the
deserts of Saudi Arabia and Algeria and the desolate plains of Spain - completing
the commissioning process of a range of power stations including, what was at
the time, the world’s largest solar powered plant, Andasol.
After a moment of “clarity” following a day’s work outside at 50oC in full PPE, Ed
found himself enrolled on a MSc in GIS at UCL. Unsurprisingly, this was more
enjoyable and challenging in the right ways leading and led to the Energy
Institute, and the MRes in energy demand studies and on to a PhD. Ed’s experience led to an
interest in characterising the spatio-temporal aspects of energy at a time when the appropriate
scale of investigation is changing.
Spatiotemporal variability of wind supply and electrified heat demand in GB to 2035
In a future where wind capacity and electrified heat demand increase, the temporal patterns of
supply and demand will be very different from today. In order to understand the implications of
these changes on the electricity system, two models have been developed that capture
electricity demand and wind driven supply. The use of climate reanalysis allows the models to
operate at a 0.5 degree spatial and hourly temporal resolution.
Scenarios describing wind capacity, building stock, demand technologies, building efficiencies
and populations to 2035 have been created, based around data from National Grid. These have
been spatially allocated to ensure that weather patterns experienced by GB over the last 30
years are appropriately weighted in ensuring analysis. Results demonstrate that without an
increase in electricity demand the most ambitious wind scenarios may satisfy 100% of demand
during certain periods, however increased demand from heat etc. will reduce the occurrence of
these periods. The increased variability of supply over all temporal resolutions will present
challenges to demand supply matching that will be difficult to overcome.
ed.sharp.09@ucl.ac.uk
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Kate Simpson
PhD, Final Year, Loughborough University
Kate completed a Building Surveying BSc at Leeds Metropolitan University in
2010. In 2008, I spent a year working in a building maintenance/refurbishment
department and learnt about the issues relating to energy efficiency in traditional
dwellings; the focus of my first research dissertation, supervised by Malcolm
Bell. I completed an MRes at the LoLo Centre in 2011. My MRes project,
supervised by Malcolm Cook focused on the indoor air quality in schools.
Following my PhD at LU, I now have an internship with the Centre for
Sustainable Energy. I hope to further develop my research skills within the energy and buildings
sector, and continue to engage the public in related issues.
Energy efficiency refurbishment to UK owner-occupied dwellings: The occupant’s perspective
My project aim is to identify whether energy-efficiency refurbishments are successful from the
occupants’ perspective, supported by physical measurements. Supervised by Victoria Haines and
David Allinson. I present ten owner-occupied case studies adopting measures including wall
insulation, boiler or window installations. The data collection combines qualitative and quantitative
methods to gain a rigorous understanding of the occupants’ perception of the refurbishment process
and comfort changes resulting from the installations in addition to physical changes to the internal
environment and energy demand. Occupant interviews were held during the winter pre and postrefurbishments and shortly after the refurbishments also. Internal air temperature and relative humidity
were measured between March 2013 and May 2014. Meter readings were taken by occupants during
the winter months. Fabric air-tightness was tested and each dwelling modelled pre and post using
SAP09. The findings provide an insight into a range of refurbishment scales, which have resulted in a
variety of comfort and energy benefits.
C.G.Simpson@lboro.ac.uk

Sam Stamp
PhD, Continuing Research Student, UCL
Sam completed a four-year MSci in Physics at the University of Bristol in
2009, including a thesis exploring the potential for small-scale tidal stream
technologies. This work on small-scale energy generation led to a position
at LIRE, the Lao Institute for Renewable Energy, in south-east Asia. Work
here focused on delivering a demonstration project to provide off-grid
electricity, through pico-hydro generators, to remote villages in Laos. Sam
returned to the UK in 2010 to undertake a Masters in Energy Demand
preceding his current PhD at the UCL Energy Institute.
Assessing Uncertainty in Co-heating Tests: A Whole Building Steady State Heat Loss
Measurement
Co-heating tests can provide useful feedback on actual building performance. However, to fully
make use of this measurement, issues of uncertainty, reliability and comparability need to be
addressed. As little test validation has been performed to date this research project looks at
various sources of uncertainty in the co-heating test method, examining the conditions required for
accurate measurements as well as sources of bias.
samuel.stamp.10@ucl.ac.uk
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Vicki Tink
PhD, Year 3, Loughborough University
Vicki completed her undergraduate degree in Product Design and Technology
at Loughborough University. Within the course she undertook a placement in
industry as a packaging technologist. This led her to look at the environmental
benefits of bioplastics within future packaging applications for her dissertation
topic. After graduating she worked as a design engineer in a component and
packaging company designing new products and reviewing other engineers
ideas for suitability of manufacture. Her Research interests include the design,
manufacture and installation of building materials in both new building and for
retrofit.
The effect of thermal mass and intermittent occupation upon energy demand in student halls
of residence
Her PhD project is investigating into retrofitting of internal wall insulation on the UK’s older
properties and the effect this could have upon thermal comfort in summer and winter.
v.tink2@lboro.ac.uk

David Veitch
PhD, Continuing Research student, UCL
David graduated from the University of Durham in 2006 with an MEng
degree in Mechanical Engineering, following which he was employed as a
Building Services Consultant at AECOM in London for 4 years. During this
time, he gained significant design experience ranging from new build
financial towers to listed building refurbishment to public sector
schools/hospitals and luxury residential. In 2010, David joined the Lolo
centre and completed the MRes course, including his research project
‘How can high-resolution temperature traces be used to assess building
performance?’ He is currently in the second year of his PhD on measuring
domestic ventilation rates.
Developing improved methods for measuring ventilation rates in occupied houses
Ventilation is important in buildings for reasons of indoor air quality and thermal comfort. However, it
accounts for a significant proportion of the space heating energy demand in dwellings. As airtightness
of the envelope is improved to reduce energy wastage, it is of increasing importance that the
dedicated ventilation systems installed operate effectively. Little empirical measurement of ventilation
during occupation has been conducted, mainly due to the cost and difficulty associated with current
tracer gas methods that have seen little development over the last two decades. This project looks at
how tracer gas ventilation measurement approaches for occupied dwellings can be improved: using
alternate methods; using advancements in sensors & electronics; whilst remaining cost effective,
robust and non-intrusive.
david.veitch.10@ucl.ac.uk
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Faye Wade
PhD, Continuing Research Student, UCL
Faye Wade is a PhD researcher, adopting in-depth qualitative methods,
including semi-structured interviews and observation, to explore the installation
of domestic central heating systems. Aside from her PhD, Faye has gained
experience in applying qualitative methods and social theories during shortterm projects, including the use of focus groups and interviews to investigate
residents’ experiences of fuel poverty. Prior to the PhD, Faye completed a
Master’s degree in energy demand studies as part of the LondonLoughborough Centre for Doctoral Training, and a master’s degree in
chemistry at the University of York.
Exploring the installation of domestic central heating systems
My research is positioned at the severely under-investigated intersection between the
installation and use of domestic central heating systems. Central heating engineers are
intermediaries positioned between the heating industry and the household. The engineer has
several roles in the installation process; contributing to the technology design, and acting as
both a temporary user of the system and an informant to the householder. Empirically, this
research has used an in-depth ethnographic approach including shadowing and interviewing
those involved in heating installation, along with spending time with manufacturer sales
representatives, in plumbers’ merchants, and participating in manufacturer training days. This
research has identified a series of different aspects shaping the heating systems installed in
homes, including; the different actors involved in the installation process, the role of supply
chains, and engineers’ constructions of their customers.
faye.wade.10@ucl.ac.uk

Peter Warren
PhD, Continuing Research student, UCL
Peter is a 4th year PhD student in the UCL Energy Institute, a Teaching
Fellow in the UCL School of Public Policy, and a Research Associate in the
UCL Institute of Sustainable Resources. His research and teaching interests
are in energy and environmental policy, and business and sustainability. He
currently teaches on the MSc Economics and Policy of Energy and
Environment. Peter’s PhD looks at the success, failure and transferability of
demand-side management policies. During his PhD Peter has undertaken
consultancy work for Sustainability First on the GB Electricity Demand project
(2013), and continues to advise the Camden Council through his role as Chair
of the Board of the Camden Climate Change Alliance (2011-present). Prior to
this, Peter worked as the Sustainability Manager for a London-based hotel (2009-2012).
Demand-side management policy: mechanisms for success, failure and transferability
The policy side of demand-side management (DSM) has been under-researched in the literature with
the majority of studies focussing on technological trials, utility programmes or modelling the potential of
DSM. The research contributes to filling this gap by determining the mechanisms behind the success,
failure and transferability of DSM policies. The research employs a global systematic review and
synthesises high-quality documents that have evaluated various DSM policies, which were obtained
from 35 academic, industrial and policy databases. The evidence base covers 66 countries and
states, 12 individual DSM policies and 9 policy packages. 22 success factors and 25 failure factors
were identified and analysed using a proposed method for determining DSM policy success, which
involves the triangulation of factor frequency and weighting analyses. Furthermore, three main groups
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of countries with similar enough contexts were identified for the potential transferability of successful
DSM policies between countries/states.
peter.warren.10@ucl.ac.uk

Henry Witt
PhD, year 2, Loughborough University
Henry began his career in Environmental Consultancy in the energy and
sustainability team for a building services engineering company. He managed and
helped reduce building energy use in non-domestic buildings, including offices and
schools. Henry has completed an MRes in Energy Demand Studies with Merit at
Loughborough University. Previously Henry studied at Imperial College London
where he completed a BSc in Geophysics with a first class honours. In his
undergraduate degree Henry completed an independent environment project on
the IPCC reports and the likelihood of anthropogenic climate change. Following
this his MSc in Sustainable Energy Futures from the Energy Futures Lab included a dissertation
on the energy efficiency of luminescent solar contractors for solar window applications
As well as this, he has completed an independent environment project on the IPCC reports and
the likelihood of anthropogenic climate change.
Impact of HVAC Control on Energy Use in Food Retail Buildings
Supermarket buildings use large amounts of energy for their operation and currently use rudimentary
controls for HVAC systems. An Energy Management Control System (EMCS) includes a central
computer that controls, monitors and has the potential to optimise and use additional controls for the
energy related functions of the Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) system. It is known
that more sophisticated control using different EMCS strategies of HVAC systems are a cost-effective
way of significantly decreasing energy use in several commercial buildings. These control strategies
have not been used in supermarkets before and could result in significant energy savings.
Supermarkets are unique commercial buildings because of their large refrigeration systems. It is
important to consider the energy use of both the HVAC and refrigeration systems due to their complex
interaction. Sophisticated control strategies will be run in simulations validated by metered energy data
and sensor measurements.
H.Witt@lboro.ac.uk
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Selin Yilmaz
PhD, year 2, Loughborough University

Selin graduated from the Department of Chemical Engineering in Middle East
Technical University in Turkey. She studied MSc on Renewable Energy
Science and Technology in Ecole Polytechnique in France with a scholarship
from EDF (Electricité de France) where she mainly focused on renewable
energy technologies such as biogas, photovoltaic and also energy markets.
She worked in LPICM (Laboratoire de Physique des Interfaces et Couches
Minces) focusing on the investigation of new layers for organic solar cells to
increase the lifetime of the solar cells due to degradations in the organic
materials and the integration of the photovoltaics to the buildings.
A parametric analysis of the energy savings predicted by different thermal models: Implications for
the UK Green Deal Energy efficiency measures and the application of emergent renewable
energy technologies have made the electricity end-user increasingly important. To plan and
execute consumption reduction policies and programmes effectively, a sound understanding of
the household electricity loads that includes all features of realistic demand, based on up-to-date
data on the residential sector, is needed.
In this project, a high resolution residential end-use electricity consumption model will be
developed that adequately represents the variability of individual dwelling demands.
The detailed model could provide a basis for studies of demand response, peak load
management and optimal sizing of small-scale distributed renewable energy technologies in a
local network. The load profiles could also be a viable tool for building simulation programs.
S.yilmaz@lboro.ac.uk
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MRes Students
Radhiah Arrifin
MRes, Loughborough University
Radhiah’s academic background is in Environmental Engineering in which
she has an MSc with distinction from Newcastle University. She also has a B
Eng. in Biochemical-Biotechnology (Hons), International Islamic University
Malaysia. Radhiah’s interest is in thermal comfort in built environment,natural
ventilation, domestic renewable energechnologies, and energy demand
reduction in space heating
R.Ariffin-14@student.lboro.ac.uk

Ellen Coombs
MRes, UCL
Ellen studied Environmental Science (BSc, York) and Integrative
Biosciences (MSc, Oxford). She keen to undertake courses and research
that are multidisciplinary in nature. Before joining the MRes at UCL, Ellen
was working in the policy and advocacy team for a large international
NGO.
Her research interests include reducing the performance gap between
design expectations and in-use performance.
Further to this she is interested in the technical risks and issues associated
with lightweight buildings, for example, overheating in the summer. Ellen keen to look at current
builds and why they may perform poorly and to assess current construction and certification of
these buildings.
ellen.coombs.14@ucl.ac.uk

Jacob Davies
MRes UCL
Jacob graduated with a degree in Mechanical Engineering. During his degree
he completed a year-long industrial placement working for Bosch
Thermotechnology as an Undergraduate Production Engineer.
After leaving university he worked for a housing association in West Wales
as a Property Services Officer, where he managed a number of different
energy efficiency schemes.
After leaving Cantref, Jacob returned to university to study for an MSc in
Sustainable Energy and Environment at Cardiff University. He is now
enrolled on the MRes Energy Demand Studies at UCL.
jacob.davies.14@ucl.ac.uk
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Ben Roberts
MRes, Loughborough University
Ben has a BSc. (Hons) in Geography from the University of Exeter and
an MSc. in Energy Policy, also from Exeter. After completion of his
Masters’ he spent a year working on a Knowledge Transfer
Partnership with the Global Sustainability Institute in Cambridge,
followed by a year in industry working for a Green Deal Provider and
insulation/heating company.
His previous research involved investigating the drivers of behavioural
change around energy efficiency through policy and exploring the various barriers to uptake.
Ben is interested in the interaction between people and energy saving technologies. As per Ben
a socio-technical approach can be valuable in evaluation. More broadly, Passivhaus and the
viability of natural building products.
b.m.roberts-14@student.lboro.ac.uk

Catherine Willan
MRes, UCL
Catherine has BA in Modern History, Cambridge University and as a
ICAEW qualified Chartered Accountant, she worked in practice for 5
years. She has also worked at Carbon Trust London for 6 years, working
in policy, strategy, business planning and impact assessment. Among her
other jobs was a lecturer in business and climate change at EOI
Business School Madrid.
Research interests lie in behavioural aspects of energy demand and corporate drivers of energy
use.
Current expectation is that MRes dissertation will link to later PhD. Whilst obviously still at an
early stage of development, it is likely to examine how institutional learning can be derived from
the business processes of the early stages of a construction project. Aim to collaborate with a
multinational construction company to gather data and insights.
catherine.willan.14@ucl.ac.uk
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Stephen Watson
MRes, Loughborough University
Stephen studied an MEng at Durham University in New and Renewable
Energy. This consisted largely of mechanical engineering with some
electrical engineering. His final year project was on heat recovery from
domestic greywater. Third year was studied at Technische Universitaet
Berlin. After university Stephen spent a year working in the maintenance
department of a residential outdoor centre.
Stephen is interested in renewable energy and in energy demand. He is
interested in the effect of thermal improvements in buildings on the profile of
national energy demand. He is interested in modelling and in measurement
based projects.
s.watson-14@student.lboro.ac.uk

Qian Zhang
MRes, UCL
Qian obtained his master degree in Finance and Investment at University of
Nottingham. Before he joined UCL Energy Institute in 2014, he worked several
years in banking industry as a Market risk analyst, where he gained practical
experience of pricing and risk modeling on various energy derivative products.
Qian’s research interests relate to develop a method and tool for using in use data
and investigate of errors and uncertainties in the estimation of thermal parameters
such as thermal resistance, thermal capacity, and U-values from in-situ
measurements within the context of domestic buildings. This would require access
to a number of properties for long-term monitoring and short-term
experimentation. His research would involve mixed-methods including technical data analysis
and social survey methods.
q.zhang.14@ucl.ac.uk
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Design Of An Advanced Cooling Tower For A Solar
Decathlon House In Southern Europe
Francesco Babich 1st year PhD student

Prof. Malcolm J Cook MRes dissertation supervisor

INTRODUCTION

PREVIOUS WORK: 1985 --> 2014

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

PLUS-ENERGY HOUSE

• The residential sector represents more than 25% of
the entire energy consumption in the EU (Eurostat,
2013).

A residential building
whose annual energy
balance is positive
(Disch, 2009).

• In southern Europe energy demand for space cooling
has an extremely relevant role.

Both dynamic thermal
modelling and
computational fluid
dynamics are essential.

VENTILATION COOLING
TOWER

• Colder countries, such as the UK, could experience a
warming process over the next few decades (West and
Gawith, 2005) and summer overheating in homes is
already a problem (Beizaee et al., 2013).

A system based on
ancient wind towers . It
can provide a living space
with fresh and cool air in
warm and dry countries.

THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
Cooling towers are an important
element of plus-energy houses
in southern Europe.
AIM

MODELLING
TECHNIQUES

THE GAP
Very little was known
about the role of these
systems within a plusenergy house.
(Bahadori, 1985)

CONCLUSIONS

To identify and test refinements
to the design of the existing
ventilation tower of a plusenergy house.

THE "HOME+"

KEY FINDINGS

The “Home+”
is a plusenergy home
designed at
the Hochscule
für Technik
Stuttgart in
Germany.

• Energy demand for space cooling can be halved
• Tower performance are more predictable relying on
buoyancy
• Internal thermal comfort is still guaranteed
A ventilation cooling
tower is a possible low
energy solution in
plus-energy houses.

RESULTS
ENERGY SAVINGS
The implementation of the
tower within the “Home+”
can halve the annual energy
demand for space cooling.
[kWh]
Without
With
Difference

Athens Cordoba
4430
4257
2740
2253
1691
2004

Winning presentation at
MC2014, London

Sevilla
4903
3196
1707

PDEC WATER
CONSUMPTION

Zaragoza
2563
1239
1324

Thessaloniki
3347
2072
1275

Evora
2818
1483
1335

c

It won the 3rd prize at
the 2010 Solar
Decathlon Europe
Competition in Madrid.
Its ventilation tower,
which relies on wind as
driving force, did not
perform as expected.

Catania Foggia
3139
2700
1728
1467
1411
1233

CO2 AND MOISTURE CONTENT
• Best practice CO2 threshold, 900 ppm (CIBSE,
2006), is never exceeded, being 833 ppm the
highest peak value.

Both mean and peak water
consumption figures reach
their maximum at Cordoba, • According to the chosen control strategy, the
namely 7.7 and 14.4 l/h
PDEC system does not operate when the
respectively, as well as the
moisture content within the house exceeds 15
number of hours of
g/kg . Mean levels are comprised between 8.41
operation, 1499.
g/kg, at Zaragoza, and 10.13 g/kg, at Catania.

METHODS
THE LOCATIONS
The choice was based on:
• Wet bulb depression, wet bulb temperature
• Comfort criteria: temperature between 20°C and 27°C
and absolute humidity between 4 g/kg and 15 g/kg

AIR CHANGES PER HOUR

• Availability of weather data

Values hypothesised in dynamic thermal modelling, 6.3 h-1, and
estimated with computational fluid dynamics modelling, 5.6 – 6.9 h-1,
are extremely close.

IMPLEMENTATION, TEST AND ANALYSIS OF REFINEMENTS
Dynamic thermal modelling Computational fluid dynamics
• mean and peak CO levels modelling

VELOCITIES DISTRIBUTION

• temperature

• fresh air distribution

• energy consumption

• indoor air quality

• the boundary conditions
for the CFD model

• ventilation rates

TEMPERATURES DISTRIBUTION

2

• PDEC water consumption
 PDEC  “postprocessing” method
(Robinson et al., 2004)
 2 simulations per
location

• cooling potential
 one location
 one instant
 four building
configurations

London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand

Central House
14 Upper Woburn Place
London, WC1H 0NN
www.lolo.ac.uk

The Potential of Zonal Heating Controls to Reduce
Energy Demand in UK Homes
Arash Beizaee 3rd Year PhD student

Introduction & Research Question
 90% of the UK homes have central heating which allows the households to heat all
the spaces of their home.
 Energy is being wasted in these homes by heating the whole house when only
certain spaces of the house is in use.
 It would be possible to reduce the energy demand for space heating in centrally
heated houses by controlling the delivery of heat on a room-by-room basis .
 Programmable TRVs enable Zonal Control (ZC) which means heating can be
controlled for distribution in spaces only at the time they are occupied and to the level
needed.
 How much energy can be saved by applying ZC in UK homes without
compromise in occupants’ thermal comfort?
Methodology

1. Energy consumption and indoor temperatures were measured for 8
weeks in a matched pair of original1930s semi-detached houses
located in Loughborough, during winter 2013-14. The adjacent
houses had the same realistic, synthetic, occupancy schedule, the
same new central heating system, and were exposed to the same
weather conditions.

2. In one house the space heating was controlled conventionally
(CC) according to minimum requirements in UK Building
Regulation Part L1B for existing dwellings while in the other
house ZC was used to heat the rooms only when they are
‘occupied’. The control strategies were swapped between the
two houses after the first 4 weeks trial.

Preliminary Results & ongoing work

 Over the 8 weeks winter test period, the house with ZC used 11.8% less gas despite the 2.4% drop in average daily boiler efficiency.
 Although zonal control reduced the mean air temperature of the whole house by 0.6 ºC, it did not reduce the average air temperature in
rooms during the hours of active occupancy.
 Normalization and extrapolation of the results shows that, compared to CC, ZC could reduce annual gas demand for space heating by
12% in most regions of the UK.
 The data from these tests will be used to develop calibrated dynamic models using building simulation software. The models will then
be used to extrapolate the test results and quantify the potential energy demand reduction from zonal heating controls for houses with
different thermal efficiency, occupancy patterns and in different climates.
London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand
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Daylight Metrics and Daylight Performance in UK
schools: Can compliance encourage designs that
save energy and meet visual requirements?
Nafsika C.C. Drosou 2nd year PhD Student

Case Studies
2 secondary schools (BSF 2013 , 2010)
4 classrooms
January-June 2015

AIM
Determine whether UK Daylight recommendations
for schools result in well-lit classrooms

*

* Since 2013 the Education Funding Agency specifies
compliance using CBDM metrics (UDI & DA)

Monitoring the
luminous
environment,
blind & light use
with:
HDR imaging

Collecting
occupant
subjective
responses with:
questionnaires
interviews
focus groups

Mixed
Method
Supervisors: Prof John Mardaljevic & Mrs Vicky Haines
London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand

Central House
14 Upper Woburn Place
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OPTIMISED REFURBISHMENT
STRATEGIES FOR
POST-WAR OFFICE BUILDINGS
ÖZLEM DURAN
Supervisors:

2nd Year PhD Researcher, Loughborough University
Dr. Simon Taylor, Prof Kevin Lomas

WHAT?
Optimisation of the refurbishment process of post-war office buildings, by applying
dynamic energy simulations to building models ‘exemplars’ representing this defined building stock.

WHY?
LOW STOREY CONCRETE FRAME 1945 ̴ 1965
Corridor type plan, natural ventilation, low rise


High energy consumption



Unregulated toxic materials



Thermal discomfort



Aesthetical problems

HIGH RISE STEEL FRAME ‘GLASS BOX’ 1965 ̴1980
Open office type plan, mechanical ventilation,
artificial lighting, high rise


High energy consumption



Sick building syndrome



Thermal and visual discomfort



Lack of natural ventilation

HOW?
1- Modelling
Exemplar 1
× Building Shape (A, B, C)

Exemplar 2

×
×
×
×
×
×

4- Applying
Refurbishment
Scenarios

2- Sampling

Building Envelope

Building Fabric (U values)
Orientation (0°-45°-…- 315°)
Infiltration
Heating/Cooling Set points

3- Defining Refurbishment Scenarios

̴ A million
Alternative
Base cases
1,000,000

̴ Thousand
Sample
1,000
HVAC

Internal Gains
HVAC Efficiency

5- Optimisation

6- Analysis

CO2 reduction vs. Cost
Generic Algorithm / Pareto-Front

Automating
the application of scenarios
to the sample files
by external coding

Determining correlations
between variables
and optimised
refurbishment solutions

7- Repeating
Whole Process
Exemplar 1
2050 Weather Data
Exemplar 2
2050 Weather Data

- Insulation
- Double glazing
- Shading
- Double skin facade
- Night ventilation
- Heat recovery
- Efficiency improvement
- Natural/hybrid ventilation

8- Final Target
Preparing
refurbishment guidance
for
post-war office buildings
transferable to
non-domestic buildings
with similar
construction properties.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES?
 The comparison of optimised refurbishment decisions for
- current and future weather data
- low, medium and high level costs
- each exemplar

 The relationship of costs and CO2 reduction
 Evaluation of the effectiveness of refurbishment
features considering costs and CO2 reduction levels
London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand

Central House
14 Upper Woburn Place
London, WC1H 0NN
www.lolo.ac.uk
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Does demand side response
leave you out of control?
Mike Fell Second year PhD
michael.fell.11@ucl.ac.uk
www.bit.ly/MikeDSR

These tariffs can help reduce
costly peaks in demand and
help make the most of
variable generation such as
from wind turbines.

What do people think about
new electricity tariffs that
try to influence when they
use electricity, and which
do they prefer? Previous
research has indicated that
some people have concerns
about loss of control.

But would you sign up to
a direct load control tariff
like this?

In focus groups, people expressed
concern about appliances being
turned off and on in their homes.

THE METHOD

Our lives would be
determined by energy
rather than freedom…

Subject to any
publication
delays, scan the
code or visit
bit.ly/FGpaper
to read a paper
on our focus
group results

This chart shows how the responses
broke down to the statement: “If it was

offered to me now, I would sign up to this
plan”. The popularity of the direct load
control tariff was unexpected because the
response to it in the focus groups was
generally negative.

Project supervisors: David Shipworth, Gesche
Huebner and Cliff Elwell. This work has been made
possible by EPSRC support for the LondonLoughborough Centre for Doctoral Research in
Energy Demand (grant number EP/H009612/1) and
funding by Smart Energy GB.

We designed a survey experiment to
compare people’s perceived control
expectations and acceptance of different
kinds of demand side response tariff,
such as fixed/dynamic time of use
pricing and direct load control. A
representative sample of almost 2000
energy bill-payers across Great Britain
took part. They were randomly allocated
into five groups, each of which saw a
different tariff.

Scan or visit
bit.ly/PCmeasure to read a
paper on how we measured
perceived control

THE TARIFFS The time of use tariffs charge
different prices for a unit of electricity at
different times of day, and for the dynamic
option these times change every day. The
“auto” option allows the (electric) heating
system to minimize cost by responding to price
changes automatically. The direct load control
tariff was similar to the one in the right-hand
box above, and charged a lower-than-average
flat rate.

Surprisingly, we found that on average
people expected to have most control
over their comfort, flexibility and lives in
general in the direct load control option.
Control

Neither

No
control

Fixed
TOU

Fixed
TOU
+auto

Dynamic Dynamic Direct
TOU
TOU
load
+auto control

The results appear to show that direct
load control is acceptable in principle
to many people.
Scan the code or
visit bit.ly/DSRplans
to see the actual
descriptions of the
tariffs

How to explain this? Factors associated
with tariff acceptance included
perceived ease of use and trust in the
electricity supplier. It may be that
people feel more “in control” with a
simple tariff that yields predictable
savings, even if it means accepting
some external control.

So could the answer be direct load control?
We’ll be publishing these and other results as
soon as possible to help inform future design,
targeting and communication of demand side
response tariffs.
London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand

Central House
14 Upper Woburn Place
London, WC1H 0NN
www.lolo.ac.uk
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THE QUESTION IS…

ANNUAL COLLOQUIUM 2014
A Probabilistic Analysis of Returns for Clients
and Contractors in Schools Energy Retrofit Projects
Pamela Fennell MPhil/PhD Candidate

The UK energy performance contracting market
has been estimated to be £5bn by 2020 as
more organisations invest in energy efficiency
upgrades of their buildings, and seek to transfer
the risk of achieving energy savings to a
contractor. The literature in this field focuses on
market conditions for successful energy
performance contracts, but despite around
£1.5bn of investment in the UK each year, very
little research has been carried out to
understand how the scope and structure of an
individual project is likely to affect the financial
returns for clients and contractors.

This study looks at 4 different types of school
energy efficiency projects delivered through
energy performance contracting to try to
understand:
•
•
•

Are some types of project more likely to be
successful than others?
How do the interests of clients and
contractors differ?
Do current approaches to assessing risk
mean that some potentially successful
projects are not being considered?

Contractor
at risk
costs

The Greater London Authority’s RE:FIT programme is a framework programme for public sector
bodies in London who wish to procure an energy performance contract. Clients and contractors
working on the RE:FIT programme were interviewed to obtain their views on likely procurement
costs of the 4 sample projects. A probabilistic model was created to assess the likely returns for
both clients and ESCOs from the 4 sample projects over a 25 year period. A range of values was
assigned to each variable and each variable was permitted to vary simultaneously. 10,000 model
runs were carried out for each project using 3 different scenarios for future energy prices. The nine
variables are shown in green in figure1.

Expected
Gas
Saving

Guarantee
Period

Contractor
risk margin

Contractor
risk margin

Guaranteed
Gas Saving

Guaranteed
Electricity
Saving

Guarantee
period?

Gas
Guarantee
exceeded?

Yes

C

D

No

Type of school

Primary

Primary

Secondary

Secondary

No. of schools

10

1

1

4

Gas Saving
Shortfall paid
by
Contractor

Lighting upgrade
Heating controls

Lighting upgrade
Heating controls
Boiler renewal

Lighting upgrade
Heating controls
Boiler renewal
Fabric upgrade

Lighting upgrade
Heating controls
Boiler renewal
Fabric upgrade

Contractor
installation
costs
Contractor
at risk costs

Contractor

Actual
Electricity
Saving

Yes
Electricity
Guarantee
exceeded?
No

Contractor
Margin

Figure 3. 3D Cross section of
primary classroom (source: DfE)

Expected
Electricity
Saving

Contractor
IGP costs

Electricity
Saving
Shortfall
paid by
Contractor

Select Energy
Price Scenario:
Reference, Low
or High

Actual energy
saving received

Client

Figure 1. Model Logic

Results

Discussion

•

Financially viable projects which would result in
considerable carbon savings are being rejected
because the payback period is too long. Only
project A would have qualified for an interest-free
loan but all projects can generate positive
financial returns for both client and contractor.
Even a small, single site project (B) is potentially
viable, although less attractive in terms of the
risk/reward balance than the others.

•

•

The factors affecting client and contractor
returns are different. Potential returns for
contractors are lower but less variable
Projects with a higher proportion of gas
savings are more sensitive to the changes
in energy price scenarios due to the
possibility of falling gas prices.
Taken in isolation deep retrofit projects such
as sample projects C&D are unlikely to
generate savings which exceed the
investment value. However, if the lifecycle
replacement costs of existing plant or fabric
are included then returns are likely to be
positive for clients.

Some projects have more attractive balances of
risk and reward than others, but clients and
contractors would rank projects differently in
terms of attractiveness. This is due to differences
in the risk profile for client and contractor and
differences in terms of exposure to transaction
costs.

The choice of monitoring and verification
approach has important implications for the risk
profile of the contractor in particular. For simple
projects, a monitoring approach based on utility
bills can potentially introduce risks which exceed
the expected savings. Without clear agreement
of the adjustments which are permitted, there is
considerable scope for dispute.
Future work needs to focus on the calculation of
energy savings from more complex projects and
increasing the number of respondents to the
surveys to ensure the results are applicable to a
wider range of projects.

Conclusions
•

•
Figure 4. Spread of Returns for ESCOs and Clients – Project D

Viable projects with significant carbon
savings are potentially being rejected due to
reliance on simple payback as a riskscreening method.
Viable projects may include deep retrofits
and small, single site projects which are
currently being neglected.

•

Clients and contractors are exposed to
different risks and careful documentation
of adjustments could significantly improve
the risk profile for contractors.

London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand

No

Guarantee
period?
Shortfall
borne
by client

B

Figure 2. Parliament Hill
School (source: Google maps)
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Payback
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A
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Data Flow
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LoLo Colloquium 2014
A study of the economic incentives associated with
household energy usage
Sven Hallin 3rd Year PhD Researcher

Research Aim
To assess how price and other incentive “formats” influence energy demand
in residential property
Objectives

The Energy Problem
•

Six Case Studies in the UK compared with
Six Case Studies in Australia

•

Quantitative & Qualitative Analysis

•

Use outcomes to clarify how to more
effectively incentivise efficient energy use in
the household sector

The absolute value of CO2 emissions has remained largely unchanged. This is because
improvements in energy efficiency over the last 20 years have largely been absorbed by
increases in demand.

Philosophical Research Perspective
?
Positivist with some interpretivist content

Key Questions
1) How do domestic residents think about their energy use?

2) How does the form of energy residential consumers use appeal to
consumer needs?
3) What impact has culture on energy use and can this be
influenced?
4) How does more information on energy consumption affect energy
efficiency?
5) How important Is awareness of total energy use?
6) How responsible do domestic consumers feel for their efficient use
of energy?
7) How could tax incentives make a difference

• Negative Externalities need to be weighed
against Abatement Costs

Residential Sector Marginal Abatement Cost (MAC)
Curve — technical potential in 2020 (CCC 2008)

• Uncertainty is a major problem in determining
the price of carbon emissions
• How can occupants be most effectively
motivated to reduce fossil fuel consumption?

London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand

Central House
14 Upper Woburn Place
London, WC1H 0NN
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Inferring hygrothermal properties of
Flemish bond brick walls in the UK

Background

Lisa Iszatt 1st Year PhD student

Supervisor: Dr Cliff Elwell

Why retrofit?

Existing buildings account for approximately 40% of UK energy demand [1] and 87% of
these are predicted to be standing in 2050 [2].

Options for
solid walls

Solid wall insulation (external and internal) has been identified as the second most
effective energy savings measure [3]. Where complex detailing or development control
issues prevent external insulation, internal (IWI) is the default option. This applies
largely to pre 1919 housing which accounts for 21.7% of UK stock [4].

Unintended
consequences

• IWI makes the inside surface
of the wall colder.
• Non vapour permeable IWI
also affects moisture transport
across the wall.

Wider
Implications

With 0.77m IWI installations
anticipated by 2020 [5] the
structural damage due to
increased moisture levels, and
health implications of mould are
a major concern.
However,
the
risk
of
undershooting
national
CO2
saving targets due to inaction on
retrofit make it necessary to
understand the safety limits in
more detail.

Existing Research

Figure 1: potential impact of IWI on solid brick walls

materials

Hygrothermal models are frequently used to assess moisture risk in walls, and
uncertainties in material properties have been found to impact on modelled moisture
performance [6,7]. Recent standardisation of testing has lead to more detailed and
consistent procedures for measuring properties of small volumes of individual materials
[8,9].

testing

However, studies indicate fluctuating moisture transport properties or resistances at
the brick-mortar interface which are difficult to model [10,11], and the impact of gaps in
construction has not been explored in detail. It is also apparent that increasing
specimen volumes decreases the variance across a sample [12] as this aggregates the
microscopic fluctuations due to pore structure [13]. This potentially implies that testing
of the whole wall may be more appropriate than testing small volumes.

inhomogeneity

Figure 2: Experimental set up from [9]

Potential Research Options
Figure 3: Material property impacts on RH (preliminary study)

?

1
2

specimen size

Testing variations in moisture content across a wall built in the laboratory using
resistivity pins validated by gravimetric methods. The impacts of construction
uncertainty (like gaps) on moisture performance could be explored.
Using the above laboratory set up alongside a simplified hygrothermal model to
measure and predict real time responses of the wall to boundary conditions and
to approximate material properties such as vapour and liquid conductivity. This
draws on a method recently developed at UCL to derive thermal properties of a
solid brick wall using in-situ data, a lumped thermal mass model and Bayesian
statistical analysis [14].

Figure 4: A Flemish bond brick wall
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Understanding hospital electricity use:
an end-use(r) perspective
Paula Morgenstern PhD student, Year 3, UCL

Abstract

Initial analysis: Components of the analytical framework

What’s next

Increasing energy costs and climate change
legislation have prompted efforts to reduce
energy consumption in hospitals. In addition to
technological
conservation
strategies
focussing on building and building services,
staff-centred initiatives such as energy
awareness
campaigns
are
increasingly
considered by NHS Trusts. But hospitals are
complex buildings with unique energy
requirements and it is unclear to what extent
these are influenced by frontline staff. This PhD
research aims to improve the understanding of
hospital electricity use from an end-use
perspective and to determine the theoretical
reduction potential from behaviour change for
different hospital processes and buildings.

Current project status: Data collection (almost) complete, early days for the analysis - Input very welcome!

•
•
•
•

Research questions
•
•

•

To what extent do medical staff influence
hospital electricity use in different healthcare
processes and buildings?
What is the theoretical maximum reduction
potential from changes in energy behaviours in
different hospital buildings and area?
What are the main operational, organisational
and social constraints on the theoretical
reduction potential?

1.

Activity focused analysis approach useful as it reflects how clinical staff understand their interaction
with equipment and building services

Treatment

Diagnosis

• Performing elective
surgery
• Overseeing kidney
dialysis

• Taking an X-ray
• Analysing a blood
sample

2. Electricity use understood from two components:
- defined by the building
(e.g. Lighting installations, HVAC functionability
prescribing the need for fan heaters /coolers)
- defined by the process
(equipment, task lighting, specialist ventilation)
Process
electricity use
[kWh/m2*yr]

Process intensive
Example: Imaging

Care
• Caring for
inpatients on a
ward

3. Analysis guided by spatial
arrangements because hospital spaces
are designed carefully to be supportive of
the logistics of health care processes

Intra-hospital comparison:
Comparable between different
activities within the same
hospital

Building electricity use [kWh/m2*yr]

•
•

Guidenotes for energy managers on relevance
and design of staff-centred conservation
initiatives specific to hospital departments
Input into low-carbon hospital design from
analysis of spatial arrangements
Contribution to the concept of socio-technical
conservation potential / Discussion of scope
and limitations of socio-technical methods in
the energy and buildings field
Recommendations for improvements to
current hospital electricity benchmarks
Achieved: Commentary on the difficulties in
measurement of changes in energy
behaviours and resulting challenges for the
evaluation of staff-centred interventions

Key references

Energy intensive
Example: Theatres

Building intensive
Example: Dialysis

•

•

•
•

Inter-hospital
comparison:

Non-intensive
Example: Wards

Expected PhD outcomes

•

Methodology
This PhD uses an exploratory mixed-method
approach to explore the electricity use of several
case hospitals. The unit of analysis is a department.
Methods of data collection and analysis include:
• Quantitative: Modelling based on analysis of
electricity
consumption
data,
short-term
monitoring and facility audits
• Qualitative: Analysis of technical & policy
documents, Interviews with clinical staff,
Observations

•

Iterative refinement of analytical framework
Analysis of collected data based on framework
Completion of monitoring and data collection
Engineering estimates for the technical
conservation potential from changes in energy
behaviours
Indicative comparison of technical and sociotechnical potential

Comparable
between same
activities in
different
hospitals

•
•
•

Example: Standard design of an operating
theatre suite: Patient enters theatre through
anaesthetic room while the surgeon and team
disinfect themselves in the scrub room. Sterile
instruments are laid-up in the preperation room.

•

Health Building Notes on hospital design
Health Technical Memoranda on hospital engineering
services
Morris, G., Parker, B, Pierce, T. (2014). Reducing
theatre energy consumption. Health Estate Journal
(3).p.58ff
NHS Framework agreement on patient care
Schatzki, T. (2010). Site of the Social: A Philosophical
Account of the Constitution of Social Life and
Change. Penn State Press: Pennsylvania, US
Twomey, J., Overcash, M. & Soltani, S. (2011). Life
Cycle for Engineering the Healthcare Service Delivery
of Imaging. In: 19th CIRP International Conference on
Life Cycle Engineering, Berkeley, US.
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Householders’ space heating behaviour &
influence of new controls - old habits die hard?
Ashley Morton PhD student, Loughborough University (A.Morton@lboro.ac.uk)

Domestic sector responsible for over ¼ of UK CO2
emissions.
Appliances
14%

Currently little is known about how people
behave regarding heating in their homes.
•

Cooking
3%

DECC recently published work on characterising
heating behaviours
There are five different categories, those who are
hands off with their heating and the ones below;

•

Lighting
3%
Hot water
18%

Phase 1 – How and why
people heat their homes

Phase 2 – Impact on
behaviour of new
controls

Rationer

Planner

Interview
study

Heating
diaries

Ego-centric

expects a
someone who someone someone who
changes their who limits thinks ahead specific level of
comfort
their use of and adjusts
heating to
heating to suit regardless of
heating
changing
heating use
situations such
as weather

% of household energy used (2011)

•

Identify space heating behaviour and
uncover impact of new heating
control technology

Space
heating
62%

Reactor

•

Using heating habits to classify behaviour , do
new controls impact or do old habits die hard?

Space and water heating is largest domestic
energy user
New heating control technologies suggested as a
means to save energy

•
•
•

Monitor
heating

“Buildings don’t use energy: people
(K. B. Janda, 2009)
Mixed method approach
Qualitative focused research supported
Quantitative measurements

Mainly qualitative focused interview study uncovering what heating controls people have and use and the reasons why.
40

% of sample

35

Use
boiler/heater
controls

30
25
20
15

Use timer

10

Thermostat
present
100
80
60
40
20
0

Using
secondary
heating

TRVs
present

•
•
•
•

Construction
year

House
type

Sample recruitment via local newspaper
advertisements and randomly selected
streets to leaflet
Leafleting focused to Loughborough area
(stars show streets selected)
Best response rate via the local
newspaper advert and word of mouth
Total of 30 households recruited

Number of
occupants

Access to
heating
controls

Timer
present

Flat

•
•
•

Broad sample recruited covering most
demographics
40% high, 37% medium and 23% low
incomes
Interviews typically lasted 30-45 mins with
questionnaire used to get demographic
information

Detached

Respect for
others

Semi-detached

Terraced

Percentage of sample
•

Previous
thermal
experience

Health
issues

Use
thermostat

Interviewee
age

with

Factors
identified as
influence on
heating use

Boiler/heater
controls
present

Use TRVs

do”

Desire for
comfort

5
0

Interviews

Results show that although many
have full set of controls most only
interact with one to control their
heating

•

Sample identified multiple factors
behind their heating behaviour
Analysis still on going to link factors
with heating methods to identify
heating characters

•

Mixed method study investigating heating use in homes before and after a new advanced heating control is installed.

•
•

Sample of 12 households recruited as part of a pilot for the EPSRC funded
DEFACTO project
Households agreed to have an iQE branded Halo heating control system
installed
Halo system allows for remote access to heating via mobile phone or website

Heating controls investigation
•

Phase 2 study includes quantitative data recorded via a gateway with the Halo
device
Experimental tests were carried out within a test house allowing a controlled
environment to help unpick the data output from the Halo controls.
Traces such as those below are achieved from the Halo;

•
•

Advance setting temp (oC)

25

20
15
10
5
0

00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

• 4 week heating diary
sent to householders to
record their heating use
as they start using it
again after summer
• How does heating use
in sample evolves over
the winter
• Do some houses
perhaps interact more
at the start of winter
then ultimately leave it?
• This would mean
people might be more
than one of the
“heating characters”
from literature.

Set-point temperature (oC)

• Temperatures
measured before
installation with HOBO
sensors
• Gas monitoring
• Electricity monitoring
• Halo system set up
with additional
temperature sensors so
temperatures in all
rooms recorded
• Thermostat settings
recorded

Heating diaries

• Initial interview carried
out before installation
concerning heating use
and perception of new
heating controls
• Second interview
carried out between
Aug-Oct reflecting on
installation and initial
thought of new controls
• Third interview Feb/Mar
to reflect on heating use
now (similar questions
will be used to first
interview for direct
comparison)

Measurements

Interviews

25

20
15
10
5
0

00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

•

•

These traces were tried and tested to see the data patterns representing;

•

Set schedules
vs.
Manual interaction
vs. Remote access
The spike was identified as being a manual interaction during a set schedule
London Loughborough Centre
for doctoral research
in energy demand
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Acoustic Identification of Boiler Events
Tom Neeld MPhil

Introduction

 Can we get space heating use from noises produced by combi gas boilers?
 Can we develop this into a single point sensor for general application?
 Can we diagnose issues in the boiler by monitoring the process flow?

Single boiler investigated

Demand Type

• Demand automatically identified to 100% accuracy
•
•

First 4 seconds of boiler activity to determine
demand type (hot water or space heating)
Machine Learning algorithm Naive Bayes used to
train detection

Domestic Hot Water

Fan

Flow Turbine
t0

Amplitude

•

Residential space heating/hot water accounts for about 20% of CO2 emissions in UK1
Over half of heating systems are combination gas boilers1 (On the rise)
Researchers struggle to monitor space heating use due to the: “…high cost associated
with sophisticated fuel-use monitoring equipment…and the complexity of its installation”2
Over £3 billion spent per year in the UK on servicing and maintenance of boilers3,4

Central Heating

Fan

• Burner ignition automatically identified to 96% accuracy
•
•

Method
•

t0

Infrasound pulse detected (~10Hz) at point of firing
Non ignition noises identified using k-Nearest
Neighbour algorithm

Diverter valve

Time (s)

Fan and pump operation and motor frequencies identified within acoustic signal
Ignition (5-15 Hz)

Combi

Fan (35-90 Hz)

0

Frequency (Hz)

10

Frequency (Hz)

•
•
•

Preliminary Results

20
30
40

•

OUTPUT
Time

Burner

Demand

Issues

12:00

Off

Central Heating

-

12:01

Off

Central Heating

-

12:02

On

Central Heating

Fan Overrun

…

…

…

…

•

•

50

Identification requires finding the acoustic
signature of particular events of interest.
Once identified algorithms can be trained.
The training algorithms are called
supervised machine learning algorithms they have been applied extensively in
areas such as voice recognition and
image identification.
Algorithms will vary depending on boiler
make and model

1.
2.
3.
4.

5

10

15
20
Time (s)

25

30
Time (s)

Next Steps






Improve quality of data by using more sensitive microphone
Detect sound of burner for duration of activity
Develop algorithm to deal with noise and scale to single point sensor
Collect data on other combination boilers and test detection
Develop diagnosis capacity of sensor to assist in maintenance

DECC, (2014) ‘United Kingdom Housing Energy Fact File 2013’
Hong, S. H et. al. (2006) ‘The impact of energy efficient refurbishment on the space heating fuel consumption in English dwellings’
Home Energy Services (2014) ‘Central Heating Care Service Plan’
ONS (2013) ‘Statistical bulletin: Families and Households, 2013’
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Can behavioural economics boost consumer
registrations to Time-of-Use electricity tariffs?
Findings from a randomised control trial
Moira Nicolson, PhD student (1st year)

On Time-of-Use tariffs, the price of electricity varies by the time of day – but will
consumers switch?
If consumers switch, a new
generation of
time-of-use tariffs could:

Being charged one
price for my electricity was hard
enough – now you’re trying to sell
me a tariff that changes the
price of electricity depending
on the time of the day!?

• Promote energy security
• Ensure smart meters
deliver projected
benefits1
• Promote integration of
Just 11% of British
energy bill payers switched
renewables into UK
electricity supplier in
energy supply
2013…2
…even though 70% aren’t on
• Help Government meet
the cheapest energy tariff for
carbon emission targets
them3

Theory: behavioural economics
We care about how our consumer
care more about avoiding the
2
1 We
choices impact the environment
loss of money than gaining money
5

4

3 We’re influenced by the way in which information is communicated to us

67

Method: national trial (2,020 bill payers)
•
•
•
•

Representative online survey of 2,020 British energy bill payers
Random allocation to one of 4 leaflets
Same time-of-use tariff, different reasons for switching (gain/loss; money/environment)
Main outcome: stated willingness to switch

1

“Switch to save money”

2

3

“Switch to save money
& help the planet”

4

“Switch to avoid missing out on
saving money”

“Switch to avoid missing out on savings
& harming the planet”

Gain-framed Loss-framed
“Exercising regularly can help “Not exercising regularly can
you lose weight” make you gain weight”
“You could save or transform “3 people die every day because
up to 9 lives as an organ there are not enough organ
donor” donors”

Results: framing doesn’t boost stated likelihood of switching but other factors do
Only 8% of British bill payers say they are
“very likely to switch” and 17% say they
are “not at all likely to switch” (the
Government target is that 20% will
switch!) 1

Framing makes no difference to consumer
willingness to switch to a time-of-use tariff.

0
0

2

3

4

5

6

“Not at all likely
Stated willingness to switch to tariff on Likert scale
to switch”

7

3

Owners of tumble
dryers with timers

55

66

2

Electric/hybrid
vehicle owners

4
3

Save money
1

1

Existing time-of-use
tariff customers

22

Or will
all these
people
switch?

11

.05 Proportion of consumers
.15
.1
.2
.15
.1
.2
.5

Are these the
switchers?

Mean stated willingness to switch tariff

.25
.25

77

Mean willingness to switch to the ToU tariff
by experimental group

Statistically significantly greater
willingness to switch to
time-of-use tariff amongst:

Lose money

“Very likely to
switch”

1 Department of Energy and Climate Change (2013) “Smart Meter Impact Assessment Final January 2013”
2 Ofgem (2013) Customer Engagement with the Energy Market - Tracking Survey 2013.
3 Wintour, P. (2012) Energy companies will have to help customers save cash, says Nick Clegg. The Guardian.
4 Kahneman, D., & Tversky, A. (1979). Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Risk. Econometrica, 47(2), 263–91.

Save money & Lose money &
planet
harm planet

Experimental group

These groups could be targeted with tailored
marketing campaigns to boost uptake to
time-of-use tariffs

5 Levitt, S. D., & List, J. A. (2012). What Do Laboratory Experiments Measuring Social Preferences Reveal About the Real
World ? The Journal of Economic Perspectives, 21(2), 153–174.
6 Gray, J. B. & Harrington, N. G. (2011) Narrative and framing: a test of an integrated message strategy in the exercise
context. Journal of health communication. 16 (3), 264–281.
7 Harper, H. (2012) Applying Behavioural Insights to Organ Donation: preliminary results from a randomised controlled
trial.

I am grateful to my supervisors Dr. David Shipworth and Dr. Gesche Huebner for their guidance and to Smart Energy GB for funding.
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Mapping the current and future risk of
overheating in UK homes.
Argyris Oraiopoulos - 2nd Year PhD Researcher, Loughborough University

Beginner's Guide to my PhD

Dataset

Target – Prediction of Overheating

230 domestic buildings

Why? How? What??

Hourly measured internal
air temperatures
Living rooms and main
bedrooms

Why – Context

1st July - 31st August 2009

Heat related mortality is likely to increase as heatwaves
become more common due to climate change.

Leicester, UK

Therefore, the prediction of overheating in domestic
buildings is of great importance.

How – Prediction Methods
•
•
•

Widely available methods:
Wizard Globe Gazing
Palm Reading
None of them Scientifically approved!
Cards Reading
What about Time Series Analysis?!
It is widely used to Describe, Explain, Predict
and Control data similar to my dataset !

What – Time Series Analysis
Box & Jenkins (1976) approach (initially for one house):
Main objective: Decomposition of series through transformations to identify fitting model

26

26

24
22
20
18

24
22
20
18

7

14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

0

7

14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

Days

0.5
0.0
0

7

14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

-0.5

0.6
rk

rk

0.8
0.4
0.2
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23
lag k

7

14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

ACF, Residuals

1

1

0.5

0.5

0
-0.5

0
-0.5

Days

ACF, Diurnal + Residuals

1

0.0

Days

Days

ACF, Daily + Diurnal + Residuals

0.5

-1.0

-1.0

0

rk

0

1.0

1.0
Temperature (°C)

28
Temperature (°C)

28

Residuals

Diurnal variation

Daily variation
Temperature (°C)

Temperature (°C)

Observed data

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

-0.5

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

-1

-1

lag k

lag k

Identification of possible model: Autoregressive (ARp)

Next?
•
•
•
•

Model Checking, Validation & Predictions
Expansion of method throughout the dataset
(230 houses)
6th IBPC (June 2015)
SuD BE (July 2015)

References – Box, G. E. P and Jenkins, G. M. (1976). Time series Analysis, Forecasting and Control. Holden Day.
All images are used under a Creative Common license.
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The feasibility of natural ventilation
in plus energy houses in Central Europe
George Papachristou PhD student, Loughborough University [g.papachristou@lboro.ac.uk]
MRes supervisor: Professor Malcolm Cook

Background
The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive has set a zero energy goal for all new buildings by the end of 2020. A relatively new
concept that has gained popularity in several European countries is the plus energy house, which uses renewable energy sources in
order to produce more energy than it consumes. These houses are generally ventilated by MVHR systems. However, concerns have
been expressed over the performance of such systems in terms of indoor air quality, thermal comfort and total carbon emissions in new
dwellings with high standards of airtightness, such as plus energy houses.
Recent research has shown that natural ventilation could be a satisfactory alternative to MVHR in airtight dwellings in mild climates. A
determinant factor for the success of a natural ventilation system is the way it is controlled. CIBSE recommends the use of CO2-based
demand control ventilation in non-domestic buildings. While these systems are not widespread for residential applications, this is
expected to change.

Aim

Results and discussion

To investigate whether appropriate advanced control
algorithms can make natural ventilation an integral feature
of plus energy houses in Central Europe and explore the
possibility for a wider implementation of the proposed
control strategy.

The proposed control
strategy resulted in an
annual energy surplus of
1,299 kWh for home+ in
Stuttgart and 1,662 kWh
in London

All control strategies
that did not include
night cooling or shading
failed to meet the
overheating criterion in
summer

Methodology
Case study
Home+ is a plus energy house which is located in
Stuttgart, Germany. It won the third place of the first
edition of Solar Decathlon Europe.

Adopting seasonal
control strategies
can reduce energy
consumption

Increasing the
resolution of
the controller
gives the
opportunity to
increase the
set-points

Sizing the
ventilators
correctly is
crucial in finding
a balance
between energy
use and occupant
comfort

Conclusions
Steps
Dynamic thermal and airflow
modelling

•

Natural ventilation can be an integral feature of plus energy houses
in Central European climates, even with simplified control
strategies.

•

Night cooling and shading are considered to be crucial components
for the success of natural ventilation in such dwellings.

•

Adopting different control strategies in winter and summer can
tackle the seasonal risks of poor ventilation. Sizing the openings
correctly for each season is essential.

•

There is a large potential for a wider implementation of the
proposed control strategy for plus energy houses in other regions
with mild climates (e.g. in the UK).

Window positioning and sizing

Designing control strategies

Setting performance criteria

Acknowledgements
Testing control strategies in
different locations

This work was funded by EPSRC. The researcher and his supervisor
would also like to acknowledge the contribution of Professors Jan
Cremers and Markus Binder of Stuttgart University of Applied Sciences.
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introduction

1
2
3

interim findings

In-situ measured heat-loss of
uninsulated (bare) floor boards:
a large perimeter effect and spread
of heatloss is observed.

Around 75% of the existing UK housing
stock, where 50%-65% of energy is
used for space-heating, will still be
standing in 2050. Hence the fabric
upgrade of existing housing is a priority
in meeting the 80% carbon reduction
targets set in the Climate Change Act.  
There are 7.6 million dwellings built
pre-1919; in these houses,  the uptake
of suspended ground floor insulation
is unknown. Yet it is estimated that
un-insulated ground floors contribute
~10% of the heat-loss of an un-insulated
house. Additionally, cold and draughty
timber ground floors act as a barrier to
occupants achieving thermal comfort.
At present, the actual heat-loss of such
floors is not well characterised, nor are  
the  factors  that most contribute to
heat-loss and how best to reduce
this heat-loss.   In my PhD research,
I have undertaken in-situ heat-loss
measurements of suspended timber
ground floors and  monitored the effects of
different heat-loss reduction measures
and the unintended consequences of
floor retrofit interventions.

stakeholders

This research was made possible by EPSRC grant
EP/H009612/1 and could not have happened
without the following stakeholders: the occupant
allowing me access to his property to monitor and
undertake the interventions over a 3 month period;
Downs Energy for undertaking the interventions
and supplying and removing the beaded insulation;
NBT for donating the woodfibre insulation;  EST for
lending of additional equipment; City West Housing
Trust, Knauf, the University of Salford and LeedsMet University for enabling pilot intervention studies.
Thanks also to: AECB, BRE, DECC, SPAB, STBA,
EH, VTT, Historic Scotland and many others for
encouraging and supporting this ongoing research.

Fig.1. visualises heat-loss across the uninsulated (bare) floor surface in
an unoccupied house in Ealing. It highlights low thermal resistances along
the perimeter and near void airbricks and increased resistance to heat-loss
towards the middle of the floor. R-values (m2WK-1) were determined
according to ISO 9869 and are subject to ±14% measurement uncertainty.

On average, after woodfibre
insulation, the observed heat-loss
reduction is ~61%, however this is
not uniform across the floor.

Fig.2. illustrates the heat-loss reduction potential of 100 mm woodfibre
insulation fitted in between joists, suspended in an airtightness membrane.
An average of ~61% heat-loss reduction was observed, however this was
not uniform across the floor. The perimeter effect, although reduced, is still
observed, as are the effects of installation difficulties, such as reduced
insulation to retain void airflow & to accomodate services.

On average, after filling the floor
void with EPS beads, the observed
heat-loss reduction is ~88%,
however this may have unintended
consequences.

Fig.3. illustrates a significant and uniform heat-loss reduction potential
after filling the ~250mm void with EPS graphite-coated beads. An average of
~88% heat-loss reduction was observed. The perimeter effect is significantly
reduced, however this intervention requires blocking up of airbricks.
This may have unintended consequences, to be researched at later stages.

what next?

•
•

Publication of results to academia and industry

Ongoing analysis and research of the following:
o
defining measurement uncertainties to asess the efficacy of different
interventions
o
minimising result bias (caused by the impact of different environmental
conditions experienced during different interventions)
o
which variables in analysis effect suspended ground-floor heat-loss most
o
sensitivity analysis of floor heat-loss model compared to in-situ measured values
o
averaging techniques of many in-situ point measurements to a whole element
o
unintended consequences of heat-loss reduction measures (theoretical models
& in-situ collected data)

Demand-Side Management Policy:
Success, Failure and Transferability

Film

Peter Warren, Doctoral Researcher, University College London

1) Context

2) Methods

What?
Need to manage and reduce energy demand to ensure energy
security, emissions reduction and reduced energy bills

Research Questions:
1. What DSM policies have been implemented around the
world with high-quality documented evaluations?
2. How and why do DSM policies succeed or fail, and
what policies have been successful?
3. What factors influence in the transferability of
successful DSM policies between countries, and how
transferable are such policies?

How?
Actions, measures and programmes to achieve this are
termed Demand-Side Management (DSM)
Why?
• Issues: population growth, more electronics, closure of
ageing power plants, more variable wind power, rising cost
• Need for residential, commercial and industrial sectors to
engage with DSM – research focuses on all three sectors
Research Gap?
• Historic concentration on supply-side options
• Demand-side limited to trials and programmes, not policies

Methods:
1. Global Systematic Review: collating and synthesising
all DSM policy evaluations of a high study quality
2. Analysis: proposed method for policy success and
failure based on triangulating factor frequency and
weighting analyses; proposed equation for determining
DSM policy success

3) Implementation and Transferability

4) Policy Success and Failure Factors

High transferability
potential:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Utility obligations
Performance standards
Utility business models
Incentive paymentbased DR
Price-based DR
Loans and subsidies
Information campaigns

Analysis of Context:
 Market structure
 Climate
 Energy demands
 System structure

Figure 1: implementation and transferability of demand-side policies





Evidence base: USA dominates, primarily at state-level
Top-5 by evidence base: USA, UK, California (USA), France, and China
66 countries/states in 119 documents included in systematic review
12 DSM policies analysed: utility business models (decoupling policies),
information campaigns, and loans & subsidies dominate evidence base
 Information campaigns most commonly implemented DSM policy
 Transferability: market structure/climate/energy demands/system structure

DSM Policy - Key:

IPBDR: Incentive Payment Demand Response

PBDR: Price-Based Demand Response

MT: Market Transformations

LB: Labelling

UO: Utility Obligations

IR: Infrastructure Rollouts

PS: Performance Standards

R&D: Research and Development

UBM: Utility Business Models

L&S: Loans and Subsidies

IC: Information Campaigns

VP: Voluntary Programmes
 Policy packages were included in the research

Successful Policies by Country/State:
 California (USA): 9 (IPBDR,
PBDR, MT, IR, PS, L&S, UBM,
R&D, IC)
 UK: 9 (IPBDR, PBDR, IR, UO,
PS, L&S, UBM, R&D, IC)
 China: 8 (IPBDR, PS, VP, PBDR,
IC, LB, L&S, R&D)
 USA: 7 (IPBDR, PBDR, UO, PS,
L&S, UBM, R&S)

Figure 2: key success and failure factors for demand-side policies
Key: dark grey equals crucial factors, light grey equals important factors
22 success factors and 25 failure factors identified – all essential

5) Conclusions





Key success factors overall: regulatory frameworks, information infrastructure, legislative support
Key failure factors overall: technical issues (e.g. programme administration), lack of monitoring, lack of sustainable funding
Successful policies: performance standards and utility obligations most successful most transferable policies
Transferability: 4 groups of countries/states where transferability is possible when context is analysed
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Impact of HVAC Control on Energy Use in
Food Retail Buildings
Henry Witt PhD Doctoral Researcher H.Witt@lboro.ac.uk Supervisors: Dr Simon Taylor, Prof
Kevin Lomas and Dr Rob Liddiard

1. Introduction

4. Preliminary Results

• Supermarkets use large amounts of energy [1]
• Demonstration model tests method and gauges
• Rudimentary Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning
impact of EMCS strategies on energy use
(HVAC) controls are used
• Building model with a virtual partition allows heat
• More complex controls are a cost-effective way of
and moisture transfer between zones
significantly decreasing energy use of commercial
buildings [2-6]
• These control strategies have not been used in
Virtual Partition
supermarkets before and could result in significant
energy demand reductions
• Supermarkets have large refrigeration systems
Ambient
• Important interaction between the refrigerated cases
Area
Refrigerated
and store:
Area
AHU 2

HVAC System

Return

AHU 1

Refrigeration
System

Supply

Ambient

Refrigerated

Supermarket Store

Refrigerated Cases

Figure 1: A supermarket store with the HVAC and refrigeration
systems including two Air Handling Units (AHUs).

Figure 2: DesignBuilder building model of a standard Tesco
supermarket with a virtual partition separating two main zones

2. Aim
Investigate the impact of different Energy
Management Control System (EMCS) strategies on the
energy use of UK supermarkets

3. Method
Simulations can estimate impact on the energy use of
supermarkets using different EMCS strategies
• Graphical user interface, intuitive
Design
• Easy to make building model of archetypes
Builder
• Detailed HVAC system model
IDF

• Export Input Data File (IDF) from
DesignBuilder

• Refrigeration system model
Energy • Refrigeration case/walk-in cooler model
Plus • Energy Management System (EMS) module
• Robust and suitable
Validation and Calibration of Simulation
1. Measurements: internal and external temperature
and RH
2. Sub-Meter data: half hourly electricity and gas
including refrigeration and HVAC

Figure 3: Monthly estimated refrigeration system energy use [kWh]
against actual metered energy use for a standard Tesco supermarket
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High-resolution Modelling of Domestic Electricity
Demand to Quantify the Demand Response
Potential of Domestic Appliances in the UK
Homes
Selin Yilmaz
PhD, 2nd year. Loughborough University
Supervisors: Dr. Steven K. Firth, Dr. David Allinson

3) Methodology

1) Research
Aim

HOUSEHOLD

To developing a modelling framework to quantify the demand
response potential of domestic appliances in UK homes.
Appliance use
depending on
the occupancy
patterns

Determination of
appliance
ownership

1. Analyse the electricity usage patterns and trends from the
existing datasets
2. Develop a probabilistic domestic electricity demand model
3. Apply the model to demand response studies in UK homes

YES

Occupancy
model

NO
Mapping the
appliances to
occupancy model

Load profile of
appliances

Research Questions

Figure 4: Model framework for the generation of electricity load profiles

To what extent can the electricity demand be shaped with demand
Table 1 Overview of DECC Household Electricity Use Survey

response in the residential sector?
How can we describe and quantify the electricity demand shifting

Data set

potentials of the residential sector?

Household
Electricity
Use Survey

2) Background
Generation
Centralised
Predictable

Description

Survey period

Electricity
measurements of
household
electricity on individual
appliance level

26 homes for one
year
225 homes for one
month

Number of
Data
participants
Resolution
251 homes 2 to 10 minute

Demand
Flexibility

Inflexible

Generation
Decentralised
Intermittent
Less Predictable

Flexibility

Demand

Flexibility

More flexible
Figure 5 Categorisation of home appliances for demand response

29%
41.2 mtoe

transport

resident

services

non_energy

industrial

Figure 1 Proportion of final consumption
of UK energy products divided into
sectors (DECC, 2013a)

1970

60
40
20
0

1980

Lighting
Consumer electronics

1990

2000

Cold
Home computing

Figure 6 Daily average profile of the washing
machines for weekdays and weekends

2010

15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

Power (Watts)

Figure 7 Histogram of the power demand of
the washing machines per cycle

Wet
Cooking

Figure 2 Electricity consumption by home appliance in
UK (1970 to 2012). Source: DECC, ECUK Table 3.10)
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Smart Appliances will allow households to time-shift certain energy
demands enabling better matching of demand and supply as a key part
of a smart grid (Faruqui et al., 2013)
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0

Time

Figure 8 Histogram of the washing
machines are being “ON”

Figure 3 Average demand of domestic appliances in the UK as estimated by
House Household Electricity Use Survey (DECC, 2013b)
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Identification of the patterns of electricity uses: Washing Machines
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'Demand response' refers to flexible demand where consumers timeshift demand, either behaviour change or through automation, in
response to particular conditions within the electricity system (Torriti et
al. 2010).

Figure 9 Histogram of the starting times
of the washing machines
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